
PROGRAMA DE………… ……. 
 
 

 
El siguiente material se reproduce con fines estrictamente académicos y es 
para uso exclusivo de los estudiantes de………………….., en la Facultad 
de………………….., de la Universidad Icesi, de acuerdo con el Artículo 32 de 
la Ley 23 de 1982.  Y con el Artículo 22 de la Decisión 351 de la Comisión del 
Acuerdo de Cartagena. 
 
ARTÍCULO 32: 
 
“Es permitido utilizar obras literarias o artísticas o parte de ellas, a título de 
ilustración en obras destinadas a la enseñanza, por medio de publicaciones, 
emisiones o radiodifusiones o grabaciones sonoras o visuales, dentro de los 
límites justificados por el fin propuesto o comunicar con propósito de 
enseñanza la obra radiodifundida para fines escolares educativos, 
universitarios y de formación personal sin fines de lucro, con la obligación de 
mencionar el nombre del autor y el título de las así utilizadas”. 
 
Artículo 22 de la Decisión 351 de la Comisión del Acuerdo Cartagena. 
 
ARTÍCULO 22: 
 
Sin prejuicio de lo dispuesto en el Capítulo V y en el Artículo anterior, será 
lícito realizar, sin la autorización del autor y sin el pago de remuneración 
alguna, los siguientes actos: 
 
...b) Reproducir por medio reprográficos para la enseñanza o para la 
realización de exámenes en instituciones educativas, en la medida justificada 
por el fin que se persiga, artículos lícitamente publicados en periódicos o 
colecciones periódicas, o breves extractos de obras lícitamente publicadas, a 
condición que tal utilización se haga conforme a los usos honrados y que la 
misma no sea objeto de venta o transacción a título oneroso, ni tenga directa 
o indirectamente fines de lucro;...”. 
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How are genres used?

Generic differences are grounded i¡ the'use-value'ofa discourse rather than in its con-
tent' formal featureq or its rules 

"{ff*:t:L*, Tru Ideorogl of Genre (r974,p.t)

lhe title of this drapter seems to ask a simple, straighÉorward question.'How are
ge¡r€s used?'sounds iust lil<e'how are hammers used?'An object exists, say a
hammer. Everybody knows what it is. You can buy it in a store. I keep one in the
kitchen. Ask me how I use it and I'll tell lou that I mainly pound nails with ig
though I have been known to use it to start a screw or two. The existence and
identity of hammers is so wident that the question seems to inerrogate only my
use of a well-known object, not that objeat nature or purpose. After all, when I
use the hanmer to start a screw ['m never tempted to call it a screwdriver, or sven
a'screwstarter'. It forever remains a hammer, an object whose identity and pur-
pose iüe clearly and continually confirmed by the cultrue in which we live.

We think of objects and their uses as radically sqrarate, but since language is
ultimately defined by use, eyerf use has potential ramifications for (our under-
standing o0 the object used" Though it seems that obiects and their names
precede use, all are caught up in a circular process that makes eadr mutually
dependent on the others. When producers, marketers and consumers of an object
share a single sense of the object's use value, the circular nature of the process
remains quite invisible. Yet the entire rystem is predicated on this circularity and
the attendant invisibility. Change one part of the loop and the whole qntem can
break down.

What gives hammers a sense of hard-and-fast existence is not so much the hard
material of which üey are composed, but the social contract binding producers,
marketers and consumers into a single interpretive communitywith regard to the
notion of 'hammerness'. Each knows what the other expects a 'hammer' to be;
each performs'hammerness'in the same way. But this example dearly lies at one
end of an extended spectrum. At üis extremitf, users are so firmly aligled that the
identity of objects and the accuracy of language remain unquationed. The social
benefits of this alignrnsnt are manifest when we aU speak the same language to
refer to the same objects, assuming that they serve the same püposes, we live in a
world of arilrurance and understan.ling. Wthout such common ground, hr¡man
society would be impossible.

But society has never been quite so simple. As useful as it may be for hr¡man
beings to share terms and concepts, history reveals that an opposite tendency is
also constantly at work in human communication. While some people make do
with objects and language defined by previous generations, others make a narle
for themselves by contesting inherited notions. lnventing, renaming, redefining;
recategorizing and remapping, these renegades energjzn an otherwise stable qrc-

rc6. Culture itself, and the very history of language and society, depend on this
continued invention of objects, concepq nrimes and uses. If one end of üe spec-

trum is occupied by questions üke'how are hammers used?" implying that

hanmers a¡e both permanently defined and unaffected by use, the opposite pole

is inhabited by questions like'what shall we call this?', asking for a performative

response where use dictates label and definition rather than vice versa- In between

stand questions that combine the attributes of both poles. On the one hand these

cuestions teagnizn üe relative stability of objects and words; on üe other hand

¡iry adsnowledge their potential mutability. Whenever a reversible, Procetss-
oriente4 interactive qustion like'how is language used?' is asked, the inverse
question'how dos usage modiff language?'is alwap impücitly present.

In the past, virtudly all work on genre has assumed that genres enjoy the cul-

tural determinac'y of hammerg this chapter shows why a broader approach is

needed. Genres are not inert categories shared by all (though at some moments

they certainly seem to be), but discursive claims made by real speakers for particu-

lar purposes in specific situations. Even when the details of the discourse situation

remain hidden, and thr¡s the purpose veiled, we nevertheless do well to assume üat
generic references play a part in an overall discursive strateg)¡. Note that most genre
users work very hard to preclude such attention: perhaps the most important tac-
tic in the genre world consists in naturalizing one's own discursive claims. Most
typicall¡ this is done by attributing to üe text itself goals and functions proper to
producer, exhibitor, spectator or critic. Eactr of the basic meanings of the term
genre - blueprint, struchrre, label, contract - has is own spokesperson, save one:
textual stmcture. lnto this vacuum rapidly rush all those who speak for the other
meanings, thus hiding their own purposes behind the apparently neutral text.

The history of genre theory may thus conveniently be retold as the history of
us€r attempts to conceal their own activity and purpose. Aristotle dissimulates the
distance between stn¡cture and reception by equating cathartic reception with
tragic stmcture. Horace and the neodassical critics attempt to assure identity of
production and reception ge¡uEi by legislating the duties of gentlemanly pro-
ducers and receivers. Treating genres a¡r species, Brunetiére subordinates all genre
users to an apparently natural, organic, pre-existing series. Frye hides the differ-
ence between two antithetical social uses of comedy by burying Aristophanes' Old
Co-"ü in favour of Menander's New Comedy. ko Braud¡ John C,awelti and
Thomas Sc.hatz reduce genre to a magic language that the tribe uses to talk to
itself, thanlc to the selfless co-operation of the studios. Steve Neale destrop the
independence of critical user groups in favour of slavish adherence to practices
previously established by producers. In its own wa¡ each of these positions rqrre-
sents genre as a single entity, 'nifi¿ and transparent. This chapter suggests
rustead that generic practice and terminolog)¡ íre the sites of constant struggle.
Instead of conflating the work of producers, exhibitors, viewers and critics, we
ueed to recognize their differing purposes and the resultant differences in generic
categories, labels and uses.

I O"y at Walt Disney World
sPring vacation, 1996. Morning. Along with wery other film fan on the planet (or
so it seems), we're waiting in line to take the Badrstage Studio Tour at Disney
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worldt Dis¡ey-MGM studios. snaking our way through endless corridors, ws ¿..surrounded by an extraordinary collection of posters for Disney nm.. lviü
nothing better to do, I decide to see how Disne¡handles the genré qo.stion. frm)¡ amazement, I am hard put to locate even the most obriqué reference to g"n_rs. After nearly an hour of poster ogling, I have had my fil oroisney ctr*"ü"""
Disney titles, and the Disney sryle, but oigenre, oory 

" 
ú""". p"rrr"pr anirü'ü".

perfect prqtaration for what followed a backstage itudio tour thai mi¡aculor,"l,,
manages to concentrate on films from Disney, the Hollywood studio *ith il:smallest backlot.

Afternoon. I m excited abo¡rt finally taking The Great Movie Ride. unfortu_
natel¡ about a half-million others seem to have had the idea first. so it's a reülr
14-y,o enter a big room where moüe trailers herp puss the tims paramount,s
Raiders of the Lost Arlq MGMt singin' in the Rain, óir".¡ Fantasia,warners,
Footlight Parade and casablanca. Finall¡ it's our turn to take the riae. This time
my genre desires arent disappointed. In fact, the entire display is organized bvgenre mrrsical, gangster film, western, sci-fi and action movie. ril..-tfr" .*u.i
trailers, featured films are borrowed from wery major Holl¡,wood studio.

why the difference? why should one attraction do wer¡rthing possible to hide
generic connections' and the next one go out of its way to highlight genre? why is
o1e_ride configured as if walt Disney were the only flm-Áakir ii uolpooa,
while the next represents the entire Hollywood film-making enterprise? The
answer' I suggest, lies in the dbanrsfue stalts of all generic claims. pronounced by
someone and addressed to someone, statements about genre are alwala informed
by the identity of speaker and audience. Hollywood stuJios are not single entities,
speaking a uniform discourse. on the contrary, stud.ios speak witi multiple
voices. sometimes we hear the voice of the studio-as-individual-studio (the strat_
egy adopted by the Disney posters and the Backstage Studio b*); 

"t 
other times

we listen to the studio-as-participant-in-the-Hollpvood-sptem (as we do in The
Great Moüe Ride). one language is used when studio employees address each
other, but we hea¡ something quite different when the stuaó inierpellares poten-
tial consumers. surprisingl¡ critics and producers employ ."tir"ty different
terms. Far from misusing generic terminolog¡', these apparent coniradictions
simply reveal the discursively inflected nature of genre usi.-

- Primarily refnmtialnnatu¡e, traditional genre study has addressed questions
of apparent facg which genres existed wheni what fil¡ns does each genre include?
which studios produced which genre firms when? How did g.*"i change over
!1¡? The basic questions addressed by a discursiveuppro".h-to genre ari quite
different who speaks each generic term? To whom? roi what purpásei why is the
same term handled divergently by different users? why are the same films some-
times described generically and at other times covered by an entirely different
fq-:lqg,r? Only by asking questions üke these can we iope to dislver how
(and why) genres are used.

Majors and ¡ndependents
A glimpse at the Film Daily year Book for 1925 reveals a range of practices
that come into dear focus only when we investigate their discuriive status. on
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I ü IARD LASCELLE
PRODUCTIONS

Nro Relaaing

T\vO SERIES OF SURE FIRE
OTJTDOOR AND TVESTERN

FEATURES

sfffinq SÍAU¡ÑC

LEIÍER CUNEo SHO0TY HAhüLfOn*

WARD LASCELLE PRODUCTIONS
BEVERLY HILLS CALIFORNIA

In tlu twenties, indepmilent producas
lil<e Ward Inscelle Productions, reduced
to states rights distribuüotL counted on
gawic designation to idenüfu their pro il-
¿cr(FilmDailyYearBook 1925 p. 302).

one end of the speceum we find several
full-page ads placed by long-forgotten
independent producers, each announcing
its 1925 roster of generically identiñed
frlm series. Weiss Brothers' Artclass Pic-
tures Corporation offers 'Eight Five-Reel
Rough Ridiog Romances' and'Eight Five-
Reel Thrillo-Action Features' (p. 297).
Gerson Pictures touts 'a series of Roman-
tic Thrill Comedy Dramas' (p. 298). Ward
Lascelle Productions featu¡es 'TWO

SERJES OF SURE FIRE OIJTDOOR
AND WESTERN FEATURES' (p. 302).
Jesse J. Goldburgt Independent Pictures
Corporation lists 'Eight BILL CODY
Westernsi 'Eight FranHyn Farnum West-
erns' and 'Eight Stunt Dramas', to go
along wiü 'Eight Society Dramas' (p.
303). At Sierra Pictures the roster
includes 'a series of six S-reel Western
Adventures', 'a series of twenty-six 2-reel
Western Thrillers', and 'a series of twelve
2-reel Comedies' (p. 315). Virtually every
independent producer clearly conceives,

labels and advertises films in generically identified batches.
Whereas the independent ads provide an education in 20s genres, the

major studios seem oblivious to generic categories. Pa¡amountt ad, for
example, highüght each film's specific selling point rather than its generic
affifiation (p. 162). Sometimes a pre-sold title or a famous director is capital-
ized ('I. M. Barrie's PETER PAN','CECIL B. DeMILLEt The Golden Bed').
More often it is the star that is featured ('POLA NEGRJ in East of Suez','BEBE DANIELS in Miss Bluebeard','RICHARD DIX in A Man Must Live').
First National Pictures manages to fill a thirty-nuo page supplement without
once having recourse to generic terminology (pp. 129{0). Similarl¡ Warner
Bros. presents its 1925 lineup without ever admitting that its films have gen-
eric connections (p. 172).

Why such a radical difference in studio publicity policy? The answer is
easily found within the pages of the Film Daily Year Book Whereas the major
studios control their own chain of theatres, 'the first run situation in many of
the larger cities is practically blocked out ... to üe independent produceri (p.

189). lttd.p.ttdent fiIms are reduced to distribution on a'State Rights'basis
lhrough an alternative network of independent exchanges (listed separately on
pp. 321-2). Whereas the major feature film producers work hard to differen-
tiate their products fiom thei¡ competitors' offerings, the independents tr'¡ to
ut thei¡ products into the ready-made categories applied to the only remain-
|ng exhibition slots (for short films, second features or inoEensive
Productions). Because the independents speak to a different audience from the



Tai9T, they use generic terminology in a radically divergent manner. \4he¡
double features bec¿me commonplace in the 30s, the majoi studios someti¡ss
ldopted the independents' gen¡:ric language when speaicing of their .B' 

;;;ductions, while refusing to apply gen.ri" labers to their prótige p.odu"s.'-"
The logic of generic discourse may interestingly be biought tó the fore t,,

comparing the ads of carl l¿emmle's universal pictr¡¡es and william o. nusr.i{
usLA c,ompany. Eschewing generic labels for its most ambitious productiorr""
Universal instead identifies each prestige picture as A Universal l"i.A, tp. féii.
Al*"alo nar the bottom 9f the studio heap, however, universal could not r¡¿¡s
ends meet on the basis of hig:h-class offerings alone. Next to its lewels we find a
ly3ber of fil¡ns desigrated as A universal western, and destined to nu .*nil
bition needs ¡s¡ nnlike those met by independent companies. But not all ¡t¡s
films we would recognize as westerns are so identified" Anxious to opit¿iz. on
the notoriety of actors under contract to the studio, universal instead lt t, rr,;
Hunicane Kd ru sail¿lls Hawlc Tarning the west and, Let ,Er Buck as univers¡
Gibson Productions, afteJ their leading man, western favourite Hoot Gibson.
fepending on the type of production (and thus implicitly on the potential mar_
ket), universal modulates lts vocabutary between üe fuly-fledgea g*J.
labelling practised by the independents and the major studios'avoidáce órg.o_
eric terminology.

Just as c-arl I¿emmle reaches down into the independents'repertory to main-
tain his position, so william D. Russell takes a page out of majoi studio practice
in order to elevate his status (p. 309).
Because his USLA C,ompany specializes in
generically identified groupings (A Series
of Six High Class Dramas', A Series of g
Melodramas', A Series of 6 High Class
Society and Melodramas', 'A Series of 6
Westerns "That Are Difierent From the
Rest"', and A Second Series of Westerns
That Will Be in a Class By Themselves'),
Russell's films were gpicdly reviewed in
the restrictive generic cont€xt reserved dur-
ing the 20s for independent offerings and
throughout the remainder of Ho\nrood's
classical period for'B' pictures . The Vatley of
Hate had been typed by Fi.lm Daily as,a
most excellent picture of its kint (my
emphasis). As a manner of lauding T%e
Courageous &ward Billboard could find
nothing more conclusive than to rate it as
at least fifty percent betts than the usual

feaara of this clasl (my emphasis). In a
simifar manner, BiLlboard had highly rec-
ommended His Own law, b:ut only for
exhibitors'who can use a cracker-jack üttle
Western'.

Escha+ing generic designan6 major
studios lilce Paramounl mefq¡ed self'
publicity, inctudíng refiná b studil
sta¡s, PtoPeftieg and previous successes
(Filn DailyYear bok, 1925, p. 162).
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h lDoctor

llad Whtrl
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dleHawlr

The Glash

F¡¡t¡rAvcnueDlodelc
The lleddler

Bras¡ Buttons

e¡ t
Na4r quite a futljrnged major, but narcr reiluceil to the status of intlependmt either, Uni-
uerel Qlit iB terminology bawen stuilia-centered arul gmric vocabulary (Film Daily Year
¡loo,k, 1925,p. 194).
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Workingharda rise abwe inilepmilent status,Wlliam D. ktssellMotíonPicnreEntrprbü.
ilit ided its advertising Eace between a genrelcss Eecial produaion (Batt\ngBun)ran, released
by Asnciateil khibinrs) and several genqicaily idenüfied series (FilmDailyYar Book, 1925,
p.30e).

Attempting to break out of this generic corset, Russell's headliner for 1925 is

announC€d as

A series of four Pictures starring

ffiHJffi".BAffTLING BUN!{N'
From leslie FranHin Goldman's Saturday Evening Post Story

All sta¡ cast induding Frank Campeau, Molly Malone " '

lbis time Russell uses the language of proprietary characters, contract Players,

"r"-sold 
stories and recognizable personnel regUlarly practised by the maior stu-

'Aor. 
Why rttould he change his language for just this small Portion of his ad? And

whv should a handful of other independents, like Bud Barsb (p. 308)' qrctemati-

.ad' advertise üei¡ actors and directors rather than üe genre of thei¡ stories?

lr.io, tt 
" 

firx¡wer may be found in discursive considerations. Who is it that Rus-

,ei and Barsky are addressing? Tio be sufe, they are sPeaking direcdy to thei¡

potential clients, üe state rights distributors and independent exhibitors who fre-

cuent the independent exchanges.
At the same time, though, they are obüqud addressing another audience, with

quite different standards and tastes. In the mid-20s, films made by the most suc-

cessful independents were regularly released through maior studios. While

increasing sales to the independent market might appear üe ultimate goal for the

independent producer, in fact the trr¡e objective for ambitious independents was

¡9 free üemselves from the state rigbts market altogether by gaining access to the
theatre chain of a major studio.lnl925 alone, for example, First Nationd Picü¡res
released films made byAlfred E. Green Productions, Edwin carewe Productions,
Inspiration Pictures, John Francis Dillon Productions, M. C. Levee Productions,
Roc.kett Productions, Sam E. Rork, Inc., and United Studios. Why not Bud Barsky
or William D. Russell in 1926? In fact, a close look at the fine print reveals that
Russell's Battling Bunyan was indeed distributed by Associated Exhibitors - not
exactly a major studio, but neverthelas a conduit to the Pathé circuit and
exctrange.

Differences in exhibition circumstances lead studios to advertise in radically
different ways, according to differential classification needs. Those with easy
access to exhibition venues seek to individualize their products, thus distinguish-
ing them clearly from those shown next door. But those who have no exhibition
8u¡uantees need to communicate the nature of their product as clearly as possible.
In the former case, genre can actually impede success; in the latter, genre is a prac-
tical necessi!¡. Yet, as üe William D. Russell case demonstrates, üe same ad may
actr¡ally address multiple audiences simultaneousl¡ through diverse terms and
with disparate goals.

Hol$wood and Washington
T\rrning to the 1943 version of the same Film DailyYear Boolgwe find that even
hore diverse deployment of generic terminology may sometimes serve studio
tnteres$. Reporting on its production efforts during the first year of the war,20th
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Centur)'-Fox categorizes its films in a manner that diverges significantly from pre-
war practice:

A brcakdown of üe bigga pictures shows that the themes of eigbt were directly 6qr¡_
cerned with the glorificaüon of the U.S. Armed Forces, seven had themes or locales .e
the United Nations Allies, two were set in Axis countries, three interpreted life o¡ Ul
home front, five were the biggest song and dance musicals ever prcdrrced by T\¡e¡tiettr
Century-Fox in any year and six were escapist dramas of universal theme.

(Film Daíly Ynr Booke L943, p. 226¡

Replacing traditional genres with a generic vocabulary clearly ganed to wartime
conditions, the studio nevertheless manages to evoke familiar generic contexts.
For example, among films classified under the rubric'U.S. ARMED FORCES' Ten
Gmtbmen fromWest Pointts identified as a'dramatic *ort', UniudWe Standis,
described as a'documentary feature', Icel.andts a'musical comedt', Manila Cailing
a 'melodrama', and so forth. We see here at work the genre-creation process
described earlier. Films already associated with entirely different genres - and thus
perceived as belonging to mutually exclusive categories - are brought together by
virtue of a new identification wiü some common feature, in this case the presenc€
of the US armed forces. Thus the Sonja Henievehicle lceland,for example, is torn
from its obvious classification as a musical and reconfigured as a'U.S. ARMED
FORCES'ñlm.

In dealing with this revised generic vocabulary, traditional genre study would
call for careful description of the textual characteristics justifing suctr revision-
ism. Semantidsfntactic analpis might be in order, revealing the importance of
semantic wartime settings and themes, along with the near total absence of syn-
tactic consistency. Following this type of analpis, it would appear obvious why
this new generic categorization failed to outlive the war: genres based on seman-
tics alone lack the coherence necessary for longevity. Though such an analpis
might be quite useful in configuring the text, it would fail to recogrize the dis-
cursive dimension underlying that textual configuration. lnstead of concentrating
on the question'how are texts organized?'we do well to remember that textr¡d
organization is controlled by discursive goals. In short, we need always to ask'who
speaks this generic vocabulary? to whom? and for what purpose?'This is true not
only when geffe terms are used in an anomalous fashion, but especially when they
are used in what seems an appropriate, accurate and transparent manner.

To whom might 20th Century-Fox be speaking this revisionist typology? A first
indication comes from the same studio's four-page ad (pp. 2354),in which ñlms
are identified neither by traditional genres nor by wartime genres, but instead by
author ('John Steinbeck's ??IE MOON IS DOI/^I'), di¡ector ('Ernst Lubitsc.h's
HEAVJ/N CA}I WAIT'), or stars ('Orson Welles [and] Joan Fontaine n IAI'IE
EíRE'). The audience for this ad does not appear to be the same :ui for the stu'
dio's yearly report. A second indication comes from the reports submifted by
other studios. Warner Bros, for example, divides is films into categories almost
identical to those used by 20th Century-Fox

l. The Enemy.
2. Our Allies.
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3. lte Armed Forces.
4. the Production Front
5. lte Home FronL
6' The Issues' 

ep.2334)

surorisingl¡ the exact same terms are again used by Universal, and in the same

or¿r (nn. 232-3).Even an amateur sleuth easily recognizes in such a high level of

^gparent coincidence the influence of an outside agency.
' 
bnce again, we need look no farther than the pages of ?ft e Film Daily Year Book

to discover that agency: the West Coast bu¡eau of the Office of War Information

Motion Picnre, established in June 1942.

Better to serve üe industry, a Hollywood office was opened under Nelson Poynter, for-
mer Scripps-Howard publisher and more recently with the Coordinator of
Information. Perhaps the most important function of the Hollywood office is the fur-
nishing of research data to producerg on requesL O\4II studies on suc.h matters as
manpower, salvage, taxation, transportation and various other wartime problems have
proved invaluable to producers and writers on many occasions.- 

Res€a¡ch furnished Hollywood by the O\M has been cla^qsified by Poynter r¡nder the
following six headings. The Issues - why we fight - the peace; The Enemy - his natu¡q
United Nations and United Peoples - our broüers-in-arms; Work and production; the
Home Front - sacrifice; and lhe Figbting Forces - the job of the fighting man at üe
front.

(Older, 1943, p. 185)

One can legitimately doubt whether the O\{II's office was opened'better to serve
the industrf'. On the contrar)¡, it is well known that Hollywood production was
swerely restricted by the O!VI. In fact, Hollywood's biggest problem during the
war was the difficulty of obtaining materials for and government approval of its
production plans. Whether Poynter's six headings were provided bn request'is
not known, but üe I 943 Film Daily Year Book certarnly confirms the str¡dios' slav-
ish adherence to the new genre vocabular'' provided by the O\{II. As now becomes
obvious, the Film Daily Year Book statements made by 20th Century-Fox, Warner
Bros. and Universal all indirectly address the US government.

Whereas textud analpis suggests that wartime generic revisionism failed be-
cause of its lac& of syntactic substance, discursive analpis of the same phenomena
¡eveals that the newgenres were from üe beginning mandated bythe government

iself' "n¿ 
disappeared as soon as the government no longer had any reason to'encourage'their 

use, or rather as soon as the film industry no longer feared for its
ute and thus necessarily made Washington an audience of droice. In fact, govern-
ment-mandated wartime genres disappeared even before the end of the war,
whenever the industry was-addressing another interlocutor. For example, in the
twent)'-second annual report of the Motion Picture Producers and Distributors
Asociation,a lgrl4internaldocumenttitled¡heMotionPiaurelnduryinWartime
Aqer¡ca Lg4ylg1l4,VúllHap provides an entirelydifferent categonz¿i-tion of 1943
Production from the Fitm Daily Year Bookrstiewaimed at the government. Here we

Sd th"t tt 
" 

-ajor 't1pes and iinds of feature-length frlms' ará once again the fam-
ua¡ melodrama, Western, drama, crime, comed¡ musical comed¡ horror,



documentary, fantasy and travelogue. The only remaining sign of government
interventionlies in the enormous number of sixty-three socialproblem dramas for
1943, which together with eighteen social problem melodramas and five social
problern crimefilns makes the social problem genrethe mostpopular genre of t¡¡s
year (pp. 3G7). Here we have, reconfigured, films that in another document, with
anotheraudience, hadpreviouslybeen labelled'The Production Front','The Horne
Front'and'The Issues'. To simpli$, we may say that nEw wartime geües co¡¡s_
sponded to a new audience for studio discourse: the US government. O¡ss
Hollywood went back to its more traditional audience - distributors, exhibitors ¿¡¡¿
paying spectators - genre vocabulary also returned to pre-war norms.

Genres as good and bad objects
Tleating genres as fi¡red categories, traditional accounts configure gerues as a
shorthand assuring rapid and accurate communic¿tion between producers and

Ratings as genre
Origlna[y created to forestall threatened governm€nt intervention into the film
industry following a series of public sc¿ndals, the Production Code promulgated
by the Motion Picture Producers and Distributors Association turned every Hol-
lywood film into an implicit act of discourse obliquely addressed to the
government. Until a ratings s)¡stem was established in 1968 by the Motion Picture
Association of America (MPAA), however, this nod towards Washington had little
direct effect on generic concerns,

As practised for the past thirty years, the ratings q¡stem has affixed to ev€ry
film, ñLn trailer and film poster a letter designating the filn's appropriate audi-
ence, .N determined by the MPAAs Classi6cation and Rating Administraüon
(CARA). Like government-imposed wartime categorieg this rating serves an
important generic purpose. Just as the material circumstances of wartime life
heighten interest in such cornmon denominators as presenc€ of the US armed
forces, sq it is assumed the process of parenting attracts potential viewers to
such concerns as the presence (or lack) of strong language, nudity and violence.

Yet ratings categories are neither sought, displayed nor used similarly by all
film-makers or at all points in history. Originaü¡ ratings were add¡essed pri-
marily to tleat¡e owners and parents.'G' (for'Ceneral audiences') meant that it
was all rigbt for parents to bring their children, whereas'PG'fupited 'Parental

Gridance'. A rating of 'R 'Restricted' the fil¡n to viewers seventeen and over
unless accompanied by an adult, thus calling for yet another level of parentd
decision-making.The dreaded'X rating informed theatres that children under
seve¡rteen mustLe eXcluded. As the systám has evolved, however (with an added
PG-13 category and replacement of the X' designation by NC-17), producers
have increasingly enlisted the ratings as a weapon in their appeat to youth audi-
ences.

For some years no$', studios have gone out of their way to avoid the ve4¡
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technicians, studios and audiences, critics and readers. Cerainl¡ such communi-

cadon does at times exist. There is sufficient cultural agreement on the evistenC€

¡rd nature of certain genres to subtend clear understanding - especially in the

Le of gent"s gsmfining easily recognizable semantic features with a consistent

"*rntax 
(for example, üe Western and the musical). Unfortunatel¡ genre theories

il""e all too often been based almost exclusively on such special cases. Ironicall¡ a

-ore satisfactory understanding of genre may be built around generic miscom-

o,otti-tioo, for it is precisely in the apparent cont¡adictions between differing

nenre practices üat genre's discursive investment becomes apparent. As a demon-

foation of that daim, the remainder of this chapter will confront an important

dislanty and the widespread discursive practices that it elucidates. Chapter 8 will

,*^mio" Yrt another contradiction.

Is genre a good object or a bad object? Read virtually any academic treatise on

eenre and you will come awaywith the conviction that, at least for producers' gen-

i.r r. r"ty good things indeed. According to Richard Maltby,'the advantages to

ratings (G, PG and PG-13) that apparently open ñlm vie\üing to a wider range of
spectators, because they have learnt that the most souglrt-after demographic
group (viewers be¡¡¡een 15 and 25) avoid films that are so rated. Recogrrizing the
usefulness ofaddressing the youth audience rather than their parents, producers
have routine$ added to frlms just enough violence, nudity or strong language to
ensure an R rating. (One wonders how long it will take for the US television
ratings qrstem to be similarly subverted.) Neither content nor structure alone ca¡
make sense of this case, because both depend directly on changes in the discursive
situation and the identity of the audience addressed through studio manipulation
of ratings.

Ratings usually constitute only a small part of overall studio discourse. The
average film poster thus displays the rating in very small type in a lower cornert
only X-rated 6bns regularly diverge from this general praclice. In fact, whereas
major studios downplay ratings and other generic attributions, adult film pro-
ducers have almost rl*"yr flaunted their genre. By magnifring the rating
inücation (in some caseg the X is as large as the whole poster), or bymultiplying
it (in the familiar triple )OO( designation), makers of adult fitms firmly identiff
üe genre with the ratingitself. Theyhavebeen aided in reaching their arget audi-
ence by a little known fact about mpA¡ ratings: though the ratings are registered
wiü the United States Patent and Trademark Offices, and thus may not be used
wiüout CARA agreement, the X rating alone could be self-appüed (while it
ensted). Linda Williams may be tight i" principle when she saln that'those in
power constnrct the deñnition of pornography through their power to censor it'
(1989, p. l2'),yetonce X-rated films became a marketable commodity, their pro-
qucers discovetd how easy it was to turn üat very censorship into proñts.
Operating in a market dependent on clear generic desigrration,like independents
curing the 20s, adult film-makers thus take advantage of the most converdent
avatlable vocabularf in order to label thei¡ wares.



producers of the principle of dassirying movies by type are clear. Firstl¡ thgy o¡q
a financial guarantee: generic movies are in a sense alwaya pre-sold to üeir audi_
ences because viewers possess an image and an erperience of the genre before th..,
actually engage any particular instance of it' (1995, p. Llz). Repeatedl¡ c¡¡1¡{
retum to this concept of genre 'as a pre-sold property' (W)ratt, 1994, p.55). tBruce A. Austin points out,'Research has consistently demonstrated that peoptl
cite a film's plot or story and its genre as both their most important t""ron t.
moviegoing in general and as their reason for attending a specific film' (19S9.;
74). Indeed, there exists an extensive übrary of literature on this topic (rumrnl_
rized byAustin and Gordon, 1987).

unfortunatel¡ studies claiming the importance of genre as a positive influence
on film-goer decisions typically hide half the story. As we have seen in comparing
the publicity of major studios and independents during the 20s, the imponance
of genre in industrial discourse depends heavily on the targeted type of exhi_
bition. whereas movie-goer decisions based primarily on ge¡ue are sufficient to
sustain independent film-makers, generic appeal never suffices for major studio
feature films. This difference is further complicated by sigrificant changes in
financing and publicity occasioned by the demise of Hollywood's vertically inte_
grated production-distribution-exhibition arrangement.

Throughout Hollyrvood's golden years, films were made relatively inexpen-
sively and returned a furly small but dependable profit. Operating like other
manufacturers, even the largest studios avoided risk, seeking instead a guaranteed,
if limited, return on their investment In that climate, where movie-going was fre-
quent and alternative entertainment relatively rare, generic identiñcation might
indeed serve to preclude a loss on any given film. Toda¡ the situation is markedly
different. Holl)'n'ood's books are now balanced not by making a small profit on
almost every film, but by making a large profit on one ñlm out of ten. For recent
films the publicity budget alone often surpasss the entire budget of a production
made in the 50s. The relative importance of simple genre identification has thus
dimini3hed signiñcantl¡ because genre alone can nEyer guÍuantee success. In both
periods, generic affiliation may help a film to achieve an average or slightly better
than average income - but the median dassic¿l Hollywood film alwap made a
small profit, while today's median film actually loses money.

In spite of substantial research apparently demonstrating the marketing use-
fulness of genre recognition, genre is not treated by üewers as üe uniformly good
object that critics tout. Part of this confi¡sion derives from the t¡re of quesdons
tfpically asked by pollsters. From the beginning, movie-goers have consistently
been asked either'What kind of moving pictrues do you like best?' (Foster, p. 27'
on Portland in 1914; Short, passim, on Iowa Crty i" 1916; Hepner, p. 896, on an
unidentiñed cit)' in 1928, quoted in Koszarski, 1990, pp. 30-1), or'On what basis
did you choose this particular film (or theatre)?' (for example, several mid-ZOs
snrve''s quoted in Koszarski, 1990, pp. 2F3I). Multiple-choice questions of thts
qpe cannot help but provide apparent evidence of genre's positive influence oll
movie-going decisions.

But iuppose a surveywere to be conducted in a more open-ended manner, ask-
ing such 

-questions 
as 'What effect does genre have on yo* choice of movres?'

Would such a study produce different results? To my knowledge, the only exisdn9
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^,¡ve! of this type was conducted by Susan Kim in lowa City during su¡nmer

líoZ.'One hundred moüe-goers waiting in line for a film or filing out of a screen-

l^í'n"n asked to fill out a survey including open-ended questions designed to

liuu, t rpoo* regarding genre knowledge, genre preference and the role of gen-

1'" in ,ori" choice. While a number of respondents allowed as to how genre is

:furru in pic.king out a movie that correlates with my mood', an equal number

"i'lrp-¿*tt 
voiced negative - and even more vociferor¡s - co¡nments about

-)n 

". 
Oo" movie-goer said that 'genre is important only when it's some sappy

Íi"1"*""¿ "boy-meets-girl'kind of movie - then I know to avoid it like the
'i^Á¿. 

Another respondent said that genres served her not so much to help
'^líd"*h^tto see, but to classis'don t sees'- which for her included honor, Sec-

Irá Wo¿¿ War, sword and sorcery and romance films. It would appear that

lÁr",t 
"^p^oty 

for positive identification is matched by a tendency to üew cer-

í"io g*o, and thus genre production in general, as bad objects.- 
Clen the amount of verbiage that has been dedicated to explaining the use-

fuhes of genre terms as studio shorthand, such critic¿l ¡reaünent of genre may

seem surprising. Yet even a cursory look at any collection of studio memos must

reinforce a vision of genre as bad object. When Robert Lord reported to Warners

smdio chief Hal Wallis in October 1939 on a proposed production, he employed

straigbdorward generic terminology: 'in the past, the Lubitsch type of sophisti-

cated light comedy has almost alwap failed to impress mass audiences' (Behlmer,

1985, p. 117). Fulfilling a similar function with regard to a ProPert'' titled'Every-
body Comes to Rickt', Robert Buckner reported to Wallis his doubts about the
filwe Casablancain a generic manner. The play's big moment, he maintained' is
'shes hokum melodrama' (íbiiL,p.198). Remembering that the creation of film
genres has often been triggered by negative publicity (the Western as silliness
appropriate only for child¡eri or foreigners, the musical as the type of film that
everyone was tired o0, it should hardly surprise us that studio executives too
would see generic identification a¡t a sfrion)¡m of out-of-date, oversimplified and
osified production. lndeed, certain genre labels have in our society systern'atically
become pejorative terms. In some circles, to qualifr a ñlm as'melodramatic' is to
make a deprecator)¡ comment. Labelling a comedy'slapstick no longer primarily
constitutes a generic desigr.ation, for all too many genres eventually lose the speci-
ficitl'of thei¡ reference in favour of a'generic'negativity.

Name-brand marketing strateg¡es
Recent marketing uses of the ierm'generic'may help us to understand how genre
citn at one and the same time be perceived both as a good and as a bad object' and
why nm industries have deployed genre in such an uneven and apparently idio-
slncratic ma¡rner. Look around a supermarket today and you will notice two
countervailing tendencies in product packaging and labelling. On one extreme are
the so-called'name brands', the more expensive products with an enonnous
traüonal media advertisingbudget. The names of these products are trademarked;

$"f *. presented in conLioeñ displaying distinctiveprinting and copyrighted
qsbts; 

the small print extols the number of patents pending or held by the
hanufacfi¡rers.

,ll
rl rl



At the opposite entreme ¡¡re a group of simple plain-wrapped packages cor¡-
taining products termed generic Contrar" to the name-brand products (but üke
store brands and other inexpensive items), generic products are so simply label¡s¿
that there is often no design at all - just an identifring name and a list of contents.
In fact, the list of contents almost 

"l*"yls 
constitutes the most salient aspect of

generic pac-kaging; generlc products pay little attention to colour, shape and te¡-
ture, instead st¡aighúorwardly stressing the nutritional contents of each item. g¡s
other difference between name-brand and generic products stands out. Every
word on a generic package is properly spelt, while name-brands consistently fea_
ture labels that are purposely misspelt.

So common is the process of deforming the English language in order to cre-
ate a recognizable brand name that it would be possible to construct a veritable
typology of name-brand origins. Perhaps the most corlmon source of brand-
name products and services is simple misspelling, as in Cheez Whia Diet Rite
Cola, Heet, Kix, Kleenex, üeggs, Oven Krisp, Pak Mail, Rice IGispies, Scotchbrite,
Stanley Steemer, Tiix, U-Haul and Velveeta. Indeed, certain words are invariably
misspelt in brand names, including cheese (cheez), clean (kleen), guard (gard),
you (u) and the trio ofbright, light and right (brite, lite and rite). A second cat-
egory of brand names is derived by the extension of existing descriptive terms
(often accompanied by misspelling or deformation): Baggies, Donettes, Clearasil,
Clorox, Grrravy, Jell-O, Müeslix, Steamatic, Tirmpax, Wheaties. A third group of
labels derives from a process of combination (sometimes in conjunction with a
misspelling): Butterball, Kit IGt, f(rusteaa Manwich, Pennzoil, Rice-a-roni, Rub-
bermaid, Skintastic, Sunkist. A final category results from contraction (with or
without the apostrophe): Amoco, Beggin'Strips, Charmin, Cracklin'Oat Bran,
Esso, Kibbles'n Bits Bac'n Chee,, LCJames, I¿nd O t¿kes, O-Cel-O.

Once the brand name has been estabüshed, it can easily be extended to dynas-
tic proportions. At first there was only one type of Cheerios; now we have Apple
Cinnamon Cheerios, Honey Nut Cheerios and Multigrain Cheerios. Once the
innovative spelling'Chex' gained recogrrition, it could be used for every grain
availabls corn, rice, wheat and even multi-bran. Fritos spawned both Doritos and
Tostitos. The Fruit Newton family began with no more than a fig, but it now
includes apple, cranberry, raspberry and strawberry.

A fascinating paftern arises from the aisles of the local supermarket. First of all'
'generics' share a number of characteristics:

a. generic products provide only basic nourishment or services;
b. their labels describe the contents directly and accurately;
c. the labels display what we might describe as the zero lwel of creativity;
d. the labels respect English grammar and orthography.

Brand-name products likewise share, a number of characteristics, diametricallf
opposed to those ofthe generic products:

a- along with basic nourishment, brand-name products purport to provide an r¡nsPec-
ified supplement of ca¡e, charm, desip, quality, or other benefit;

b. while they usually reveal some information regarding the product's basic contents'
labels labour to produce positive consumei attitudes lowards supplemenb4/
benefits;
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c. labels are virtually always suffciently distinctive to merit trademark registration;

ó they achieve üis distinctiveness either by simulating family names or tb¡o'gh defor-
mation of the language.

Comparing the two lists, we readily recr.oigniz.e the extent to which genres, in a

¡rand-name culture, fail to offer all the desired qualities. Though generics use cor-

rect Englbh, offer truth in advertising, meet basic human needs and guarantee

.onr*"tt against stanration, brand-name products promise something more

fascinating fantasy, quality, style and individuality.
The ke'' to brand-n"me success lies ironically in an ability to make fun of gen-

sric products and to take liberties with the proper English associated with generics.

For in order to devise a registerable brand name, it is precisely necessary to do üol-

ence to standardized language. It is through this deformation of language and

other related differences (brand-name 'stylislt' desigrr as compared to generic

blandness) that brand-name products distance themselves from the generic. And

indeed that is quite specifically their goal. In order to have something special to
sell, something justifring a higher price, brand-name manufacturers must actively
differentiate their wares. Whereas anyone can produce generic products, only
brand-name owners can take advantage of the brand name and its faithful clien-
tele. ln the consumer world, nothing is less desirable than generic products. The
Americ¿n supermarket is clearly far removed from the Hollywood world
dacribed by critics, where genres are reputed to provide a helpful shorthand.

Brand-name mov¡es
A careful look at studio terminology confirms that supermarket treatment of gen-
eric products much more nearly approximates Holl¡rood practice than the
faniliar cridcd saw about generic shorthand. Far from making and advertising
genre films, major studios systematically avoid associating their films with any
single genre. Like generic supermarket products, genre ñlms can be made and dis-
Fibuted by *y producer. When one genre film has been exploited, the producer
is faced once again with the necessity to create an audience based solely on audi-
ence fidelity to a particular genre. Ifthe extribition situation highlights genre, then
this may be an acceptable strategf, but even then the producer must compete on
equal grounds with all other producers of genre films. How much more reward-
ing is a strategy of avoiding generic identification, instead stressing the particular
Plus that the studio brings to the genre.

. By definition, genres can never be fully controlled by a single studio, whereas
utdiüdual studios have exclusive access to contract actors, house directors, pro-
Pn$ary characters and patented processes. By stressing these restricted qualities
u the Publicity for each film, a studio automatically dwelops a pre-sold audience
tor the next film featuring the same in-house star, character or look Instead of

l9$S over again, pubücity for the next film need only point to its continuity
3T ü. prwious filrn in order to assure a strong audience. Following this logic
uo^ll¡tood regularly eschews genre logic for production and publicity decisions,
¡n t-avour of series, cycles, remakes and sequels.

^ rrom the beginning, film-makers have understood the value of film cycles. In the
sarly da)'s, however, there was no question of basing studio specificity on stars or



di¡ectors. Instead, the film industry tore a page out of the daily paper and 
"a^Ithe method regularly used to particularize comic strips: idiosyncratic *llftld

identifiable characters (sometimes actuallyborrowed from the comic,t iollll-t,ly
created so that each indiüdr¡al filrn cnrrld rnnrrihrrre rn m¡rl¿a+i-- +L^ - 

-r"' werecreated so that each individual film could contribute to marketing üe nr 
-'"' ter.

u-nited states, the process virtually inaugurares commercial cin.-u. g.rorJil1.th.
of the century,Edison had created characters called simply.TheTramp, and*.'iotnu.t"l
while American Mutoscope and Biograph had inauguráted thei¡,Bu¡el- Rir, - 

--l
'Little willie'series. In rapid succession, Edison introduced a progr.sjon .f::3
characters:'uncle fostrl (1900),'The old Maid'(190r) and'uncline"b;;;?üflt:
Thenewcenturywasalsoaperiodofintensecinematicadoptiorrof.lr**- "'"t)'
in the newspaper, includinj'Happy Hooligan' (Edison, rsobl,.r"féfrfijll,bu];1
graph, 1902),'BusterBrown'(Edison,1903) andWearyWillie, (Edlon, f gO¿).tt 

i,strategy' desigrred both to simplif production and to mhance distributioD, ürfor-
tunately had its limitations in an America unclell aboq $g copynght status ofpopular entertainment.Ag"in and again, one studio would simpiy stial anothert
character. After borrowing both'The Tiamp' and-'Happy Hooligan' from Edison,
Biograph found its own'Burglar Bill'holding forth in a Vitagrapn nm.

Another cycle-creation süategr involved the use of formulaic titles starting
with the sarne word. Biograph's'Hor.d series began in lsgs with How the Athleti
I'ovn ouwined the old Man, Hout the Ballet Girr was srnuggteit into camp anÁ
How Bridget sert¡ed the salad Llndressed starting in 1900, Edison's rival .\tftv'
series included wy Mrs. lones Got a Dfuorq why Mr. Naüon wants a Divorce aid
wIry Bridget stoppeil Drinking.From 1902 on, Biograph capitalized on two ¡elared
series, promising'Love in'a hammock, the cornfield, the dark, and the subu¡bs, or
hijinLs'In a'manicure parlour, massage parlour, boarding school g¡rm, German
baü, or the Raines Law Hotel. Lacking legal protection, however, these cycles
proved no more successful than recognizable cha¡acters at guaranteeing the ben-
9fits of proprietary creations. Almost immediatel¡ Edison copied Biograph's'How titles, and since in those dap turnabout was still considered fair pla¡ Bio-
graph simply borrowed Edison's'Why' strategy.

As this limited example demonstrates, the value of a series-oriented production
and marketing strategl¡ depends on the legal situation. wthout dear-cut copy-
right and trademark protection, generic labels were almost as productive as more
individualized identifiers. During this early period, the same catalogue would
regularly offer both a semi-proprietary series title, and an entirely sharable genre
designation.A number of historical developments would rapidlychange this prac-
tice, however. The creation of the star system, followed rapidly by star treatment of
directors, had the effect of weakening the irnportance of genre for publicity pur'
poses (and thus for production as well). With better legal protection, a mature
Hollywood found it both possible and lucrative to desigr and protect propierarf
characters. Early examples indude Fox's Cha¡üe Chan (1929), MGM's Tarzan
(1932) and The Thin Man (193a) and Warners'Perry Mason (1934).In the late
30s, nearly every studio joined the band wagon. Again adopting comic strip char-
acters, but this time also borrowing from radio and popular fiction as well'
columbia had The Lone wolf ( 1935) and Blondie ( 1938), warners featured rorchf
Blane (1936) and the Bowery Bop/Dead End Kids (1937), MGM had Dr. K¡lda¡e
( I 937) and Andy Hardy ( I 937), Fox boasted Mr. Moto ( I 937) and Michael Shafne
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(1940), RKO offered The Saint (1938) and
Paramount had Henry Aldrich (1939).
While many of thee series were eventually
demoted to'B'picture status, they all suc-
ceeded in serving the studios'major goat to
assure a continuous inflr¡x of profits with-
out offering any assistance to competitors.

ln more recent years, proprietary charac-
ters named James Bond, Rambo, Indiana
Jones, Conan, Batman or Superman, along
with such r€peatable titles as Godfathn,
Gteasq laws, Halloween, Star Trelc, Lahal
Weapory Predator, Robocop and. Die Hard
have helped Hollywood to reap record
profits, thanl$ to the legal protection that
the system now offers. Though it has been
generally assumed that Holl)'rrood makes
and publicizes genre films, careful inspec-

shunüng generic references to shadowy *:^:l:lL"*ing 
cámpaigns reveals that

,ií*ii srrphicí the *;-¡; ni geneil daimshaveneverconstitutedasub-

iiá." of 
-tnóUst 

tuk (198í) poster stantial portion of feature film publicity
concenfiates in-stea¡l on the George strategy, except when capitalizing on some
LucdStarcn Spielberg collaboration. other studio's su@ess. Althougb even the
most rudimentary posters and the shortest trailers provide sorz¿ information
about a film's generic connections, even if only through clothing and setting
(Western togs and a horse versus a sword ¿¡¡d s¿¡dels or formal atti¡e and a dance
band), poster texts and trailer voice-overs systematically stress proprietary chanc-
teristics (star, director and related sucressful films by the same studio) over
sharable determinans like genre. Dr. Ehrlich's Magic Bullet was not billed by
Warner Bros. as a biopic - even though by 1940 the genre was generally recog-
nized - but as a fitting heir to prwious War:ners films about Pasteur and 7nla.
Paramount doesn't call Raiders of the Lost Ark an adventure film; instead it touts'lndiana 

Iones - the new hero from the creators of IAWS and S?l{R t4¡¡{R.f. The
function of publicit¡, is as much to advertise a film,s makers as the film itself.

. Advertising campaigns for the highly successful 60s James Bond films and their
üIutators provide an illuminating example. UnitedArtists'Dr. No is not identified
DI gen¡e, but as'THE FIRST IAMES BOND FILM: The poster for From Russia
lvithLoveaddsthe star to the mix; on the upper right corner those who dont rec-
ognize the title of Ian Fleming's novel are told that'IAMES BOND IS BACK', while
on the lower left corner we are reminded that the film stars'SEAN CONNERY as
IAMES BOND'. Within a few months, other studios anxious to cash in on Bond's
success go out of their way to characterize their films in relation to Bond. The
3*o1tet for The Ipctess File quotes both a comparison to the Bond series ('i{
TIIINKTNG vÑ,S GILDFINGER, FUNMER BY FAR THAN ANY oF THE
loND pnrt¡s AND MoRE REwARDING, Too!" - Nwweek) and the resul-
tant generic designation ("'AN ADMIMBLE THRITLER IN EVERY RESPECT!"- rhe Nw Yorker). As this example demonstrates, genre affiliation is not some-
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thing that all fil¡ns en oy as a birthright but is a discursive strategy fot 
F1in*S

access to competitors'pre-sold audiences. Just as 20th Century-Fox's decision ¡i
advertise The Story of Naander Graham Bellby recalling the success of War¡s¡g
The Story of Louis Pasteur alnd The Li,fe of Emíle Zola tended to solidifr the status
of the biopic, so Universal's reference to a cornpetitor's films reinforces the ident-
ity of both studios'films as th¡illers.

F.xamples such as these suggest that we consider genre not as a quality of te¡¡s,
but as a by-product of discursive actiüty. Studio A produces a successful cycle of
fiLns, advertising them as a proprietary cyde based on character, plot and star;
anxious to benefit from that success, studio B produces similar films and adver_
tises them by reference to studio As hits. The term for studio As cycle was limited
and proprietary (Iames Bond ñlms, for example), so it cannot be applied to t¡s
films of studios A and B taken together. Some sort of generic term must be sup-
plied to cover the group of films as a whole. Working retrospectivel¡ and serving
their own needs for stable, far-readring and powerfrrl terms, critics are quic& tó
adopt and solidi& this generic terminology, applyrng it indiscriminateh to both
s¡¡fi6s'films. Looking back even farther, and having thei¡ own needs, film schol-
ars have often failed to distinguish that critical use from the initial studiot
scnrpulous avoidance of generic terminology. It is all too eas'' to forget that most
genre labels began life attached to a limited cycle.

Convinced that Hollywood has alwap produced and publicized genre films,
many scholars have exhibited surprise on hearing these claims. Yet the process
described here is entirely predictable, as long íui one understands the logic
involved- Most people image a Hollywood studio as operating like a factory: from
a set of standardized molds the studio produces recogrizably similar fiüns, labels
üem according to their similarity and sells üem under that label as long as a mar-
ket subsists. Such an understanding is fundamentally misleading, for it assumes
that studios create one type of product onl¡ films. In fact, studios strive to create
at least one other type of product.

Besides films as such, studios also create labels, cha¡acters, plots, theme songs'
techniques, proccses and devices that may in the long run have greater value than
the films in which they were 6rst deployed. The most important of these propri-
etary creations is undoubtedly the studio name itself. Every production thus
targets two interdependent but quite separate goals: not only to make money from
this particular picture, but also to guarantee a future income by identifring thts
ñhn's success with a proprietary feature (title, character, star) that c¡n be reused
to pre-sell the n*t.

This process may be understood by reference to methods of creation and
exchange of property under capitalism. The traditional understanding of Holl¡
wood production recogr.izes only two sor¡rcer¡ of wealth: manufacture and sale'
The studio make the ñln and sells it to distributors anüor spectators. Thrs
approach Eeats ñlm studios üke artisans, charging only an hourly fee dependent
on skill level, plus materials. Reasonably accurate for Hollyr,r'ood independents in
the 20s, this model is entirely inadequate for major studios throughout Holl/'
wood's history because capitalism involves something more (or less?) than an
equal exchange of labour for money.

In order to understand the name-brand strategy of most film producers, it ts
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¡ecessary to recognize two additional sources of wealth: invention and theft-
While inventions of many sorts bring income to Hollywood studios, by far the

6ost important are t¡ademarks that the studio has created u nihilo and invested

With its own content. While some of these proprietary labels last for decades' most

last only for a short time, but during that time may have great financial value.

So.. - like Kodak and Esso, Mickey Mouse and the MGM logo - have stood the

test of time, but Postum and Shirley Temple failed to survive the war, and the'Die

Ha¡d'title may not continue into the next century.
Note that the value that is being referred to here is nof the value of material

Droducts, but üe value of the term itself. It is safe to guess that the trademark

iell-O would cost more to purchase than all the packages of Jell-O on suPer-

narket shelves. Similarl¡ it would probably cost less to buy the contract of every

Dallas Cowboys player than to acquire the team name. In the late 80s' producer

foel Silver might have preferred to sell Silver Pictures rather than give up üe

rights to the'Lethal Weapon title and his contracts with actors Mel Gibson and

Danny Glover - excePt for the fact that through the success of the Lethal

Weapon, Die Hard and Predator films, the Silver Pictures label itself had become

a surefire box-office attraction. Though they offer no material sustenance, brand

names are the quintessential form of modern property. For almost a century,
Holl¡r'ood studios and producers have used every primary product - every fihn
- to create an even more lucrative secondary product a brand-name-like feature
that can be inserted into subsequent films, thus guaranteeing audience fidelity
and continued income.

If Hollywood studios usually work hard to produce films with a'sigratwe',
i.e., films that will produce not only income but also a supplementary saleable
commodity which can in turn be sold, there are nevertheless times when it is
more lucrative simply to steal a property already dweloped by another studio.
This is what happens when Universal compÍues The lpnas File to United
Artists' James Bond films and reduces the entire resultant group of films to the
more general category of 'thriller'. Perhaps theft is too strong a word here; per-
haps the proper term is instead 'squatting'. If they are careful, squatters can
nake a good living in Hollywood, just as they have long done in the super-
market by imitating the names, products and packaging of name brands, thus
capitalizing on their success. Indeed, the term'capitalize' sap it alt whereas
cycles create capital through invention, generic terminology serves to redefine
proprietary characteristics in sharable terms, thus forcing the sharing of
capital.

Generic discursivity
Though all too rapid, this look at genre use suggests a number of important con-
clusions.

1. Genres must be understood discursively, i.e., as language that not only pur-
ports to describe a particular phenomenon, btrt that is also addressed by one
party to another, usually for a specific, identifiable purpose.

2. What we usually think of as single entities (the studio, the spectator) actually
comprise multiple discursive sites.



Variations In generic affillation, evaluaüon and terminology usually derive fro¡
differences In discurslve situaüon.
Genres in general, as well as generically affiliated fllms, are someümes treated
as good objects, somsümes as bad objects; this difference may bo attributeO
to differences In genre users and their goals in uslng genre norms or termin-
ology.

5. The tendency of some genre users to avoid generic terminology (especiallv
major studios speaking on their own behalf), whereas others regularly iden¡i
films by genre (studios speaking on behalf of the industry as a whole, Hollv_
wood studios abroad, independent studlos, producers of short fllms or critics).
may be explained bythe economic dimension of thelr discursive situation (anó
particularly by reference to trademark and copyright protection).

6. Genres are often created or reinforced as by-products of industrial lmitation.
Seeking to squate their films with the brand names they imitate, clone pro-
ducers typically employ generic terms reducing both originals and clones to
the same common denominator.

7. Generic terminology is often disseminated by critical acceptance of the
broader, non-proprietary terms chosen by clone producers.

While they capture the question of generic use from a production-oriented point
of view, these seven conclusions hardly touch the manner in which genres are used
by other groups, including critics and spectators. The following two chapters will
offer an opportunity to expand this limited üew of genre use.

3.

4.
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Why are genres sometimes mixed?

srrDDose for a moment üat it were impossible not to mix genres' what if üere were'

ilií.á;d; túil; of the law it'eh a hw of impurity or a principle of contami-

nation? 
Iacques Derrida,'The I¿w of Gen¡e' (1980' p' 57)

ln the history of criticism, genre mixing is primarily associated wittr European

il.*tiar-. Conceived as a critique of neoclassical generic Purit'" romantic

".rt 
drtttg served as the foundation of a new aesthetic inspired in part by

ilráLr¡ -ú.d g.*"r. As a model for the study of film genre, the historic¿l-opposition 
of neo-classical Pure genres to romantic mixed genres is not without its

iioUt"-t, however. Iustifi¡ing an explanation of genre mixing that stresses his-

iorical contingency, the classicaVromantic opposition makes it all too easy to

ánclude thatlenre mixing results from no more than the stylistic preferences of

" 
p"rri."f"t piriod, studió or di¡ector. Thus one regUlarly reads that classic¿l

Hánpooa was a period of distinctly generic production, while recent American

cinema has eitheiavoided genres oi iecombined them *illy-.illy (for example,

see Schiff, l994,p.xiv, ff). Some Hollywood directors, it is said, have a predilec-

tion for pure geffes (Ford, Hawla, Hitchcock, Lubitsch, Minnelli, sirk), while

others excel at -i*iog g.rrt s (DeMille, Renoir, Welles). While these comments are

neither uninteresting nor entird lacking in accuracy (though the former claim

will be subjected to intense scrutiny and significant revision later in üis chapter)'

they often miss the point because they start from an assumption that generic mix-

ing is only a historical question.-Before 
it reaches thá level of history this chapter will reveal, genre mixing is

first a discursive problem. That is, our notion that genres are mole or less mixed

in the films of any given period or director derives heavily from the way in which

üose films have been described, categorised and labelled. The descriptions, cat-

egories and labels in question of course aPPear in texts that have their own

.odi.r,.. and purpose. Only by attending to this discursive orientation can lve

understand what is at stake in identifring films as examples either of pure genre

or of genre mixing. In other words, we will do well to consider the mixing of gen-

eric terminology prior to inspection of specific genre mixing instances.

Critical investments
How do we learn about genre? How is it that we come to know a long list of

genre terms, that we have a more or less clear sense of what each genre

involves, and that we can easily classiff many films into generic categories?

Most people undoubtedly assume that what we might call'generig competence'
derives from film watching, but our experience in other domains belies such an



assumption. certainly, playrng sports teaches us something about them, but t[¡.language we use to descrite spott is infor¡red by rpo.tJ;dd^J rpo"t.r1-
ing. Listen to fans talk about their favourite sport-and )ou ;ll recognize ¡[¡slanguage of sports Too:o.."r- and their journ¡listis án ugoo. ^i O."ni.about marriage or life styles and the *o.i, will reflect th. oliniorrs of news-paper agony aunts and da¡ime TV talk shows. War is experienced a¡¿
rpt"-:d primarily through the media that bring war into o* Éo-o, but waris not alone in being mediated: ever¡hing froni poritics to á--ir"i"l proa_ucts are increasingly described according to categorie *a t"r-i"oroi,provided by the mediators who deüver them to us. cinema is no exception.
our terms and ou¡ concepts derive not so much from cinema it""n u"t^aornthose who represent cinema to us.

. fust who a¡e the people and the institutions that reach us how to tark aboutcinema? Primary **Tr would certainly include the studio_finance4 $udio_configured statements 
t:, "9 

movie-goer can avoid, including oe*,spaper ads,mÍuquee posters and trailers for coming attractions. 
?*i"g HoU¡,**at n"ya!,,

$fu.r" would need significant.*p"ttriórr, for the copious iroruáorc-a"t iuut aby the studios offered not ody pósters and pictures;uut iso ghost-written copyfor newspaper artides and radio ptogt"--o, carefully seiected photos andgraphics and blueprints for promotions and contests. As we have seen, howeer,
$"'e sourcgs rarely offer much training in the meaning and use of genre vocabu-
lary. Instead they stress_attributes particular to-the páducing ,*ái* incruding
previous film titles, studio stylistic traits, and the names of s-t"rs, dlectors andcharacters, set in a crown of superlatives (,first', .best,,.most').

our primary knowledge of genres comes instead from ou¡ culture?s commit_
ment to comment on and conserye cinema whereas studio discourse has only
shol+¡:rm memorr and is alwap primarily forwardJooking, criticisi and cate-gotir"ti:l g" t¡pically.turne! towards thepast. studios .":y -"r,tio' a recentry
successful fil¡n, but in the production world films quicklybeárne dated; ver'rfew
of yesterdayt films areworth remembering otttil to-oáo.'-C,itii b; contrast,
often take it on üemselves to locate a fil¡n in a more extended past.'Gárre terms
concretize and concentrate this commentary. For library ,.i"r"rr." purposes,
genre tenur offer a useful-form of categorization, permitúng simpler and more
$cient configuration and consultation of our long+erm 

"ír.-" 
-"-ory. For

thil reason any understanding of genre terminolog| must begin *m m" ."i io
and compilers who constitute our major source of !L*. t".-r.

lfr* "t: 
the requirements of critic¿r discourseLd how do they infonn our

ynfe¡standing of genre? In his boo\ Immediate seaüngBrucc A. e*ti" offers an
-rnsight into the generic logic ofcritics. He begins the üction on.story and rfpe,
by pointing out that'Research has consistenúy demonstrated ,rr"i f[pr" a," ,
filmt plot or storyand its genre as both their most important reason ior moviego-
ing in general and as their reasonfor attgnding 

" 
rp..ifi. fitm'(l9g9,p,.rO),gor,

as Austin proceeds to ar-gu€, plogle don,t alwap ¿efine a g"*" io O"'same way,
nor do they classifr individual films consistentty. a*ti"tndudes that.when
attempting to measwe genre preferenceq it is necessar'¡ to sort the genres into
meaningful, mutually exclusive, and e¡üaustive categories, (ibiiL,p.75):. AthoughAustin approaches genre with assumptions and goars rp..id. to social'science, his

desire to treat generic concerns with darity and consistency is shared throughout

tbe world sf 6lln criticism and categorization.
At its most €xtreme, the need for'meaningful, mutually exclusive, and exhaus-

tive'genres is dearly exprssed in wery film list that evef induded information

¿ooi g"*". Many schools, übraries and archives use a computerized spreadsheet

L t ""p 
track of üeir film and video collection. Because spreadsheets make it easy

iá ,"tri"r" information about the collection based on any qpe of data that has

been entered, one of the spreadsheet's fields is tfpically devoted to 8enr9. As long

as a single individual makes all the genre entries, this procedure works fairly well'

but as soon as multiple users staft entering genre information, the q¡stem goes

awry. What happens when one Person labels all action/adventure films with the

wm adware, while another emplop actionas well? What if someone restricts

tbe gangstn genre to üe 30s, vsng film noir, action or thriller after that, while

another applies the gangstnlabel to films throughout the history of cinema? One

Derson may carefully distinguish between melodrama and womm's filtttwherex
,noüet may never use the womm's filmd*ignation, regularly referring instead to

wupia. The only way out of this quandary is to establish, as Austin suggests, a

sandard list of genre terms. Thus the keepers of most spreadsheets ultimately

decide to restrict the choice of genre field termg forcing users to choose from a
relatively short list of labels shared by all.

For example, the World Wide Web site called'The Genres List', when main-
ained by Lars foergen Aas, provided a restrictive menu of only fourteen'main'
genres, followed by a longer üst of genre ke¡uords to be used in furttrer detailing
anindividual ñlm's generic identity. Coupledwiththesuggestionthatparticipants
should'try to use ge¡rres already used', rather than'make up new genres like "Cop"
when there is already a genre called'Police" ', these consensual terns were nesess-
ary for The Genres List to provide tasier searching in the moüe database'- a goal
achieved only when all users employ the same labels for the same phenomena-
Scholars who treat genres as transhistoric categories might well retort that a short
list of genres is built into the human race, that Aas was simply providing ortho-
graphic consistency to an even more deeply ingrained homogeneity. But what of
the fact that the short list of primary genre terms governing The Genres List
includes neither melodrama, romance nor the gangster film? Demoted to sec-
ondary status, these famiüar terms were lost in the longer listing of no less than
235 genre ke''rvords, ranFng from'adult-humor' to'zombiel

Imposing a rather idiosyncratic consistency rather than deriving it from
human nature, The Genres List adopts a strategy shared by many similar compi-
lations. Repertories such as Wes Gehring's Hand.book of funerican Film Gmres or
Daniel Lopez's Films @t Gmre: 775 Caugories, Styles, Trmds and MwemmB
Defined with a Filmograplry for Each, reveal a similar pair of compulsions: to use
a sufficient number of categories to assure that every film will be covered, while
li^itit S labels to the smallest number possible. For the sake of .l"rity and sim-
plicity, each film is routinely dassified under a single rubric. Books like these,
along with the genre lists sometimes found at the end of film textbooks, tfpic¿lly
use ever)¡ possible device to justif identifing each film with a single genre (a pit-
fall happily avoided bythe Libraryof Congress's Movinglmage Genre-Form Guidq
compiled by Brian Thves, Judi Hoftnan and Karen Lund). Mixed genre films are



usually classified according to a'dominant' genre; films labelled differently in fi¡-
ferent periods are identified with only a single genre; films whose original genre
label is no longer used are uncomplicatedly assimilated to another genre not yet
invented when the film was produced" Unlike film studios, which sell films and
thus stress their own individudity rather than genre affiliation, the authors of
these compilations (and afortiorithepress€s that sell them to libraries ¡uound the
world) sell books and'knowledge', products admirably served by clear generic
attribution.

Most film reviews follow a similar generic labelling tradition, though perhaps
for different reasons. A t'"ical film review calls on readers' genre knowledge io
position an as yet unseen film, and the films are labelled with the name of a single
well-known ge¡ue, fui can be seen in these examples from Richard T. Iameson's
They Wmt Thaaway: Redefining Film Genres: A National Society of Film Critics
Vdeo Guide (my italics) :

It's been many a moon since Hollywood has produced a comedy x black as TheWar of
the Roses, (David Ansen, p. 102)

In one of those odd i¡onies of fil¡n dist¡ibution, just as peace was breaking out across
half the globe in the fall of 1989, a number of impreswe war mwieswere released: IGn-
neth Branagh's post-FalHands reinterpretation of Hmry V; Edward Zwicft's Gbry, ̂
account of a black regiment's service in the Civil Wa¡; and Oliver Stone's Bom on the
Fourth of July. (Morris Dickstein, p. 272)

Roxanne is one of the most beautiñil, elating romantic comeilies ever made in this
count4¡. (Peter Rainer, p. l16)

Everything that's good and bad about Backdraft,the action piaureabout fire fighters, is
there to see in the pichrre's opening s€quence. (Julie Salomon,p.216)

Theret scarcelya genre more sleazythan that of the womm'sprísonpiaure,wbrchtod^y
is made mainly in the Philippines and which featu¡es women degrading women in the
conteril of sex-and-üolence fantasies for the delectation of male audierrces. Conse-
quentl¡ Caged Heatis especially gratifying. (Icvin Thomas, p.283)

t1ris wincingly firnn¡ pertinent, and heart-breaking road mo¡tie lThelma and Louisel
means to get under your skin, and it does. (Peter Travers, p. 297)

Not just another Walter Hill action movie, Trapass s a post-Rodney Kin g aaion mwie
(Armond White,p.22l)

Dances withWolveshas the same appeal as most classic WesterrLs,even the same sort of
flaws. (Michael Wilnington, p. 74)

Tlpically, these genre attributions are located at the beginning of a review, often
in the opening sentence. As such, they easily overwhelm details or demurrers pro-
vided in the rest of the review. However openly a reviewer might gesture in the
di¡ection of other genres, üe initial generic attribution tends to subordinate all
else to a single genre identity.

Why should commentators share the categorizngznalof encyclopedists? Why

should critics so regularly tfeat genfes as watertigh! unproblematic categories?

And in particular, why should reviewers, whose most obüous task is to particu-

laiz,e each ñlm, rush to identifr fil¡ns with stable, monolithic and non-

""ttirututi"i"g 
generic categories? Though it may at fi¡st aPPear as nothing more

lhan a curiosiry I beliwe that this'reviewer's paradox'holds an important key to

Áe underrtaoding of genre. In the past, genre theorists regularly assumed that

omre labelling was initially imposed by a filmt producing studio. To the contrary,

ls we hate noted, studios generally avoid identiSing a film with a single unadul-

t rut"d generic label. Only when a film is subjected to critical reception is its

setencpotential concretized and stabilized by reviewers. In short, critics and not

itudiot lie at the origin of most generic language.
unlike studios, critics have nothing obvious to sell. while they may provide a

certain amount of information for people who have not yet seen the frlm, review-

efs would lie low indeed on the cinema totem pole if all they had to offer were

oriority of viewing. In fact, the first regular film reviewers offered just that and

thus found themselves at the bottom of the heap, lumped together anonymously

in trade journals like The Film Indu atd The Mwing Picture World Not until Tft¿

Dramatic Mirror began to publish more complex reviews would an individual

reviewer gain a specific identity (as'The Spectator') and finally a by-line (as Frank

E. Woods). How did Woods emerge from anonymity, and how do today's critics

achieve recognition? Woods had a product to sell beyond priority of viewing (an

advantage that disappears as soon as the reader has üewed the film). On the one
hand he elevated the status of his object of study by regularly linking cinema to
the other arts; on the other hand he individualized his own writing by describing
cinema techniques in a distinctive manner. In this wa¡ he helped the critical pro-
fession to join directors and actors in a massive individuation movement
beginning around 1910.

Todayt critics follow directly in Woods' footsteps. On the one hand, they go
out of their way to establish the value of their medium. On the other hand, they
tr)' to create thei¡ own'brand-name' style. While critics have used a number of
strategies to raise the status of cinema, such as the art film and auteurist
approaches of the 50s and 60s, the most durable ploy has been to attadr cinema
to the narrative and mythical roots impüed by generic identification. Generic
attribution raises the stakes of reviewing, connecting cinema to well-stablished,
deeply rooted categories. Not by chance have so many reviewers written strong
general pieces desigrred in part to enhance the reputation of a particular genre:
And¡é Bazin on the Western, Arlene Croce on the music¿I, Molly Haskell on the
women's film, Pauline Kael on epic films, And¡ew Sarris on screwball comed¡
Richard Schickel on animation, Paul Schrader on film noir, David Thomson on
the gangster film, Parker Tfler on underground film, Robert Warshow on üe
Western and the gangster film and Robin Wood on the horror fil¡n. The critical
enterprise is immeasurably boosted by strong ge¡ues and clear generic affili¿¡ie¡.
By and large, the same critics who bring r¡s genre are the source of our tendency
to identif each film with a single dominant genre. After all, how can the critical
PurPose of genres be served if they cannot be direcdy connected to specific
utms?
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Studio strategies
It must be remembered, however, that Ho$nrood studios are far from sharino
the discursive position of critics. Whereas critics have a vested interest i" rt oi!
q:*.s and single genre affili¿fign, studios have markedly different inyestments.
If critics are like poliFq analFts, dependent on their ability t" air"*"ti"i"
among candidates and their pladorms, studios are like candidates for politica
office, above all concerned to avoid alienating any particular gtoop oi.ro,..J
whereas political analysts 

"t" 
pd{ to call a spade a spade, candidates go out oftheir way to defer the n_ammg a{ that might cause controversy and thus a too oi

votes. This is precisely the aftitude that governs studio approaches to genre. since
naming a genre is tantamount to taking a political stand, and awq¡s-risks alien_
ating potential spectators who systematically avoid that genre, Hollywood studios
prefer instead to imply generic affiliation rlher_ than actually to name any
specific genre (orcepting films specifically designed to take advantage of a.hoú
genre). The goal is of course to attract those who recognize and appreciate the
signs of a particular genre, while avoiding repulsion of those wno aote o.
genre.

In chapter 4 I explored Hollywood's dassical era tendency to imply the simul-
taneous presence of enough different genres to assure a film's appeal to the three
recognized audience sectors: male viewers, female spectators and the tntium quid
audience with interests lying outside of traditional male and female domains.
During Hollywood's golden years, studio publicity campaigns would thus
impücitly choose from something like the following menu:

Male genres (droose at least one):
Action adventu¡e
Gangster 6lm
Warfilm
Western

Female genres (choose at least one):
Drama
Musical
Romantic comedy
Weepie

Tmium quü(choo* at least one):
Fantas't
Historic¿Ucostume
Slapstic.k comedy
Tiravel adventu¡e

Although never to my knowledge codified by studio publicity heads, this
amalgamation system operated for multiple decades, until the 6os and new
methods of measuring and conceiving audience demographics. lhe old

lpproach recognized only two variables, age and se¡c either yoo *er. a sexually
defined adult (and either male or female) or not (and thus part of the taüum
cuiL wtnch was sometimes broken down into children and older audiences).
The more recent approach recognizes far more variables (not just age and sex,
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but also race, ethnicity, class, education, preferred activities, geographical

iocatiot and income level), and breaks those categories down into much smaller

poruorrr (for example, the old q6tem had only th¡ee basic age grouPs - child,

iauL *¿ older audience - but the new s'¡stem recognizes as many as eight dif-

f"r^rug"ranges). Though the detailed information provided by the new s)'stem

o,uto i, porsible for producers to target their audiences more accufateh the

""fifti"e 
óf *r" audience into multiple small sectors also induces publicity

f,a"¡1-*tr to imply the presence of an even broader selection of genres or sub-

geües.
" Th" desire to aim publicity at a wide range of narrowly de6ned audiences in

firrn puts pressr¡re on producers to conceive films as a mix of as many genres as

calei for by targeted audiences. Though critics have consistently claimed that

eeneric templates undergird Hollywood's profit-assuring, assembly-line produc-

áon practices, careful inspection suggests that Hollywood prefers romantic

ernt --i*iog to the classical ideal of genre Purity. Deliciously captured in Robert

iltm"t's version of Michael Tolkin's screenplay The Player, Hollywood's basic

script development practice involves (a) attempts to combine üe commercial

qo"titio of prwiously successful films, and (b) the consequent practice not only

óf -i*i"g genres but of thinking about films in terms of the multiplicity of gen-

res whose dedicated audiences they can attract. The first scriPt Pitched to

ffis[lii'
&.sffiffi- $É qq"
* Es, 'ry'ffiü ,

f

E ! - - - - - - - - - -

As po*ayed by Tim Robbins in Robqt Altntan's The Player (1992), todúy\ ptoducas
spenil a\l their üme listening A writqs trying U idefltify their scriprs wi.th as many gen¡es
as possiblc.



producer Griffin Min (Tim Robbins) in the opening scene of The Playr 1s
described as'Out of Afric4 meets PrettyWoman'(Tolkin, 1995,p.16), Hollywood
code for that perfect filrn capable of reaching every possible spectator by virtue of
its ability to combine opposites: Africa and Lá., romantic drama based on a real
autobiography and formulaic fantasy based on the world's oldest daydream, a sea-
soned actress with real talent and a newly discovered pretty face, intellectual
quality and popular appeal. The next pitch takes us to new heigbts - or dqfhs..So
it's kind of a psychic political thriller comedy with a hearti sa¡n Mill, translati¡g

The genre-mixing game
Perhaps a simple game will explain the ease with which Hollywood mixes genres.
Imagine a new parlour entertainment in which each player draws the name of a
genre, thert adds to a cumulative film synopsis a sentence true to the genre label
drawn. Here's how such a game might develop.

Player 1(draws historical coshrme drama)
Jftg film sps¡s on Gilbert and facqueline in period dress exitilg a sumptuous man-

sion in New Orleans'garden disEict.
Player 2 (draws war ñlm)

Dissolve to Gvil War battle sequence as Gilbert explains in voice-over how he came
by his fortune.
Player 3 (draws drama)

'Now,'he says,'my pa¡tner is out to get mq he thinla I cheated him out of half the
bootyl
Playn 4 (draws film noir)

Cut to rundown part of city where detective Beaugars and his sultry secretary are
solicited to find Gilbert and the hollow statue in which he hides his cash.
Playn 5 (drawsWestern)

Intercut chase, starting on the pier in St Louis, with Beaugars on horseback chasing
the stagecoach in which Gilbert and |acqueline are discussiog their plans.
Playet 6 (dtaws weepie)

The dialogue reveals that Gilbert and facqueline are on their way to buy her illegiti-
mate but much loved daughter Cosette out of San Francisco prostitution
Player 7 (draws slapstick comedy)

When the stage stops to change horses, an eastern dude (played by Lesüe Nielsen)
proüdes a comic interlude.
Player I (fuaws musical)

Song: 'The Code of the W'est', sung to the dude first by the stage drivers, then by the
innkeepers, and fnally by Gilbert and Iacqueline, who do a trick-shot two-step in Buf-
falo Bill and A¡nie Oakley costumes.
Plryet 9 (draws travel adventute)

Episodic sequence showing the stagecoach crossing the plains, the mountains,
the desert and, finally, a high-angle long shot of Sas Francisco and the ocean
beyond.
Pbyer 10 (d¡aws romantic comedy)

Before Beaugars can catch up with Gilbert and Jacqueline, he protects Cosette
&om her abusive pimp, catchs her eye, catdra her in his arms, and catches her
drift as she points to her hope chest; they embr¿ce ¿s Gilbert and |acqueline
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the screenwriter's wery word into his own generic jargon. 'With a heart" affirms

the writer. 'Not unlike Ghost meets The Manchurian Candidate' (ibid-,p.18). The

srildly successful'comedy-romance-thriller' Ghost (Wyatt' I994,p, 106)-is norv to

U" -"t"¿ to a'tingling political paranoia thriller' (Maltin, 1997,p.833) in order

to assure yet greater t"toror. In spite of the fil¡¡r's multiJayered iron¡ wc quickly

*¿"tr,-a O¡ piling up of genres as the stock-in-trade of today's producer.
-In 

this day 
""i "g. 

it ir u ómpliment for a film with the already composite title

of KsS anit ktlto bá ca[ed'a film noir thriller, a love story a psychological drama,

deposit üe hollow statue in the hope chest, to a reprise of 'Ihe Code of the

West'.
As this tongue-in-cheek example suggests, genres are easily mi¡red because

a poDular notions of genre are heavily invested in one or two characteristic and easily

idántifiable elementg thus permitting geDre cueing with minimal material

b. a film needn't obey a genre's logic throughout in order to be identified with that

geüe;
c. because they depend on diverse elements (plot material' themes' imaget style' tone'

etc.), diffefent'genres may be combined with only minimal interference;

ü certain scenes or motifs (for example, the love-conquers-all ñnal clinch)' being com-
mon to mukiple genres (the Western, the musical, the weepi-e, th¡ romantic comed¡
etc.), are capalk óf reinforcing audience perception of several differe''t genres.

I¿IGM\ l9S4 westernlmusicallramance Seven Brides for Seven Brothers hols fot all the
world as if it wue gmerated by Hollywood producers playing the genre-mixing gama



a whodunit, and even a bit of a western'- so much so that this litany of gen¡e
labels made its way into$e filmst newspaper ads, in spite of the perrasiveiuu_
ücitytendencyto downplayspecific generic terms in favour of provocative ui"r;,
o¡ suggesqve hnguage.whether in the 30s or the 90s, popular film producers hi've
alwals understood the value of merging the quaritiesóf multiple ri,.*.tn l nur.
As Mae west would have said, in this case too much of a good thing ir"t 

".rruenough. t

what is it about ge¡rres that makes them so easy-to mix? Many categov trPes
simply dont mix at all, because they are designed to be mutually d"r*i".'in
nature- firough genres are often compared to species, it is simply not possible tomate fruit flies with timber rattlesnakes as Hollywood regularty.o-Lir,o g.il
res. other category t1pes, based like shot sc¿les on a single spectrum ofpossibilities, may induce hesitation between two categories (ir thi, a medium
shot or a dose-up?), but not the kind of indiscriminate category -i*i"g pr".:
tised by Hollpvood. s,till other category t¡res, such as n-ationality, are so
dependent on history that they may give rise to such anomalies as dual citizen_
ship or statelessnesg but nobody is free to mix nationalities in the way
Hollywood mixes genres.

{s category t?es go, ge¡'es lack the mutual exclusivity of genus and species,
the linear configuration of shot scales, and the firmly drawn *d d"f*d.d bord.rs
of nations and nationalities. on the contrarJ¡, each genre was not only confected
out of found materials, which may be introduced into any film at 

"irtoulty 
uoy

time (in conjunction with any other genre), but in the popular mit'd genres are so
tightly identified with certain readily recognizable semantic traits th; they may
easily be represented by no more than a suggestive element here or there. lhe his-
tory of Hollywood genre evolution might easily have followed the model of
neodassical genre specificity and separaüon; instea4 Ho\wood has throughout
its histgry developed techniques that make genre mixing not only easy, but vir-
tually obligatory.

Hollywood cockta¡l
since Hollywood began to apply the television indusVs careful audience reea¡ch
methods to its own products, its publicity has increasingly targeted specific audi-
ence sectors. But this is a question of more than just promotional strategy. when
mass advertising first appeared with mid-nineteenth-centur'¡ increases in news-
paper circulation, pubücity simply announced the availability and described the
qualities of a product desigred to fulñl a particular consumer need. current prac-
tice assigns a far more active role to publicity. once a successful advertising angle
has been discovered, that information is fed back into the qatem in order to
yg*t martetabiüty, i-e., to generate products that are more easily and succes-
fully advertised" once keyed to primar,¡ consumer needs, products are now
designed to match purchasing habits, as discovered and defined by publicity and
audience research deparunents. when cinema was born, products deter;ined
publicity strategr a centurr later, publicity determines product desigrr.

This is of course a well-known pattern. Iess recognized is the iriportant role
played by genre in this process. one reason for our limited insighrinto recent
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Hollywood practices is studio secrecy
regarding marketing strategies and the doc-
uments that reveal than. My ability to
study these matters was facilitated by the
generosity of my colleague Dell Edwards'
who sha¡ed with me a series of particularly
rwealing audience research documents
prepared by ]oseph Farrell and The
National Research Group for Walt Disney
Productions. Analping audience surve)ts,
television commercials, a theatrical trailer
and the general advertising strategy for üe
Touchstone Pictures Tom Cruise vehicle
hcktaíl (1988), üese studies reveal with
uncorrmon clarity the generic orientation
of Hollywoodt current approach to mar-
keting.

Seeking to determine 'the strength of
Nomatterhoutthefilmwasdesribedto moviegoer interest in seeing C,ocktail .,.
9lte\tial tpy1?*,ToTc"!b: pT! and th-e type of movi.go., -á.t interested'
the strongest aPpeat oI 'touet'stone Yrc- (Farrell, iéae", p. l), the.Advertising Strat-
tu¡es'c'oclo,il (1988)' 

ery' report maps out a clear battle plan:

instead of testing the film as made, the researchers reconceptualized the 6lm,

turning it into four separate but concurrent films, each featuring a distinctive plot

corresponding to a recognizable genre.

Fou¡ alternative conce?t descriptions were presented to moviegoers with each concePt
description representing a potentially different advertising strategy aPProadr. lhe fou¡
alternative concept approaches referred to in this report are as follows:

'Tbm CruiselRomantic Drama'
'Saurilay Night Fane¡'
'Succa;s Is Not Enough'
'Lilce Brothqs'

In the'lbrz CruislRomanücDramd vqsion, emphasis is placed on üe romanüc aspect
of the story with love lost and regained. The'Saurday Night Fad cnncr.pt focuses on
üe young man's desire to make it in the big city and how his definition of success is
changed by his experiences. In the 'S¿cc¿ss k Not Enough'version, the confli6¡ lstwss¡
love and financial success is highligbted. T\e'Líke Brothed version focuses on the
relationship between the young man and his mentor, the older bartender.

(Farrell, 1988a p. 1)

The subjects of this sr¡rve)¡ never saw any portion of the film itself. While there
were separate tests conducted of the film, the trailer and several TV spots, the
overall advertising stratery was based instead on The National Research Group's
criticd analpis of the ñlm (probably sugge$ed by Walt Disney Productions, but
available documents do not permit me to confirm this supposition).

The report's first take on the film ('Tom Cruise/Romantic Drama') specifically
identifies its generic orientation. The second, invoking the then recent John TLa-
volta success, points to the BildungsrotnanlHoratio Alger tradition underlying



Th€ Natlon¡¡ R€a€arch Group,
l{alab 2t, 1988
PaE€ 13 O3l0B

-- fot¡I poaltlve lntereet, uhlle el¡llar baaed
on aII lour concspts, ls blgbesg ln reaponse
to the oÍLr¡gegEg-lE-NglSgl¡gbr concept at an
above ¡v6r¡96 t6vol.

B¡scd On Conc€pt
o8at. nguocoBs

Doflnlto 22
Probabl€ ¡-g
Total Posltlvo 60

20
¡¡
55

-- young€r t€Elles orpaegB tbs blghest tnt€rost
1n tha Eovls basd on all tour ooncoPt
descrlptlona, at Bbllar ana o csPtlonally
strong levele. Older Ellss olpresa th6 lorrsBt
lntsrgst at uoll bolor averago for all lour
concsPt6.

-- Th€ rsucc€ss fs Not Enouqh! concept gonsratss
Btrong young€r f€Dlla lntor€at, uho erpregs an
outstandlng 33t rdetlnlts! lntorast, but belou
¡velrg€ od€llnlto¡ lnto!66t along all oü¡er
ser,/age grouDr. ¡l¡o nart ¡oat lntereat Ls
€xpreBsod by youngeE Dr:Ie8 and younger teEales
but rÁostly Ju.t ¡Daobabla! lnt.r.at.

-- Íh€ "¡¿t!-Efgth!¡!r d..orl¡rtion gen.rate¡
stronE young€r t.Eatc tntor.rt (¡t9t) and the
hlEhost lov€l ot ¡detlnltet tntareet anong
yognggr E¡le6 aC ¡n abotre averaga 3¡¡t lsvó1,,
and the lntor.lt br'od on tbl,a óonoept cteaily' skel,a to younEor Eolrlogoar!. lt€ ¡dátlnltoo -

lntersst.lr-sllgbtly belor averag€ a¡long oldsr
t€E¡I€s (22t) .

-- The,nsqglldav:lta¡! Fev.r¡ daegrlptlon la
agaln gulte etteóEFe a¡onE you¡Eár teualeg
!19!l 9nd avorasoly .!!ecrlvá aróns order(461) and avoragoly cttastlvá a¡óns older
l6Eal€a. lt te not oflesElve aaont aalee.

-- The o@! oonc€pt ls
vory etfectlve-along yourger foalgr iglt) and
not .paÉlcr¡l¡rly €llsótlvá aoonE th6 ótbs;
s€r/age ftloupg arcapt that yorurter ¡alea ¡¡e
aDouc, avetag€ly lntorsstsd.

This_pag9 froy Pte-rebase audience research for C-od<ail feanres the four generic ancepts
usd to daoibe the fi.lm to proEective vievtter.

saurilay Night Fevels plot. The'success Is Not Enougn- label evokes a 50s melo-
*rT", and the description confirms that connection. The final concept ('Like
Brothers') refers to one ofthe late 80s genres: the buddy fitn.

How is it possible to represent the same film as four different stories deriving
from four different genres? several different devices are used to assure the multi-
valency not only of c,ocktail but of Hollywood films in general. First, the film
offers ¿rcess matqial. more than is necessary to any given reading. The research
report summarizes the romantic d¡ama concept in the following manner:
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Coctcfail,starringTom Cruise, is a new romantic drama" Cruise plap a¡'oungbartender.
'.. But cruise fiáds the party life lsaves him smpt,'' wintering as a bartender at ahnc'y

Jamaican resort, he fali io io" with a pretty youlg -woTan.Yho is a stnrggling New

íork artist - not the rich woman he always thought he should marry, but this is tn¡e

to*. Snt when she sees Cruise date a ridr woman, she does not know it is to witr a

ñ.""i"g1.t bet with his bartender friend. Heartbroken, she flies back to New York

ñth""io.i"g him again. Back in the city that spring Cruise $Tds her,. but she turns

ili. 
"*"¡ 

oyúg helJves moneymore than her. He persisq and_{oll9w¡ herjo her par-

ilt'no,ioónñhediscoverssheisfromaverywealthyfamily.HerfatheroffersCruise
to""y to leave his daughter alone. He turns it-down flat, determined to p-rore his love

ilri"át". ¡r tn movie-buil¿s to its emotionally-charggd dimax, Cruise's life is turned

upside-down before he and his true love are re-united for good'
(Farrell, 1988a, P.9)

y¡erc Cocktail restricted to this narrowly focused narrative, it might be hard to see

itthrough more than one generic lens,but the film is more multi-layeredthan üis.

It begins with a sequence detailing Cruise's attempts to get fifst a job and

then aniducation. Off and on throughout the film, Cruise spends time with an

avaricious bartender uncle in his native Queens. In Manhattan he receives high

conc€pt bartender training from a flamboyant bartender, played by Br¡an

Brown, a man with his own personal style, his own glossary of sayings and rules,

his own romance and marriage, and his own money problems, wentually lead-

ing to an attention-grabbing suicide. In addition to his true love, Cruise dallies

with several bar-goers and carries on an extended atraif with an attractive busi-

nesswoman; not only is his first conquest seduced by Brown, but Brown's wife

will later come on to Cruise. From the standpoint of the romantic drama con-

cept, most of this material is excessive; as such it tends to destabilize the

romantic drama reading, offering other interpretive configurations and generic

associations. David Bordwell has called Hollywood cinema'an excessively obvi-

ous cinema' (Bordwell et aL, 1985, P. 3); in fact, it is precisd because

Hollywood cinema provides exce$s material that it must instead be termed a

deceptively ob'vious cinema-
A second dwice favouring filmic multivalency is what we might call multiple

framing. By virtue of the context in which it is presented, any given event

appears to be'framed'by more than one nafrative series, as if a single object

were repeatedly photographed, but always against a different background thus

calling into question the sameness of the object across multiple photographs.

Cocktaifs early bartending sequences, for example, easily fit into all of the ñlm's
generic concepts:

- The glitz and hollowness of the bar scene offer an example of what the romantic Tom
Cruise will not settle for.
- Brown's experience seryes Í|s both a model and a caution for the young and naive
Cruise,reinfoicingthestereotypes oftheñlm's'SaturdayNightFeve/ inrÉatory narrative.
- Contrasted to the uncle's rundown Queens bar, the yuppie Manhattan bar efiectively
represents the 'success' part of the'success Is Not Enough' concePl
- The'Like Brothers'relationship between the two bartenders invokes üe buddy fikn
genre, induding clichéd sibling rivalry over the same girl.

Not only the events, but the characters and dialogue are susceptible to the logic of



multiple framlng, both in terms of textual strategies and in terms of spectator
processing.

one of the textual strategies facilitating multiple framing deserves to be recos_
nized as a third device favouring filmic multivalency. we might call this tactic/eni¡¿
iuxtaposiüortTraditional accounts of dassical narrative (whether literary or frlrn;ci
invariably describe narrative events in terms of linear metaphors, tit 

" 
tn"t or dínarrative'chain'. often associated with stn¡cturalist narratology (Barthes, t¡aorou

and Prince), this Aristotelian conception of narrative has long held a stranglehoid
on narrative theorizing. By stripping texts down to a single narrative frarnews¡¡,
this approach treats each link in relation only to immediately preceding and fol-
lowing linla. But suppose the text were, üke cocktait, full of extra materii? Instead
of a chain, we would have something more üke a p '"zls, where each piece is val_
orized not by a single cause and a single effect, but by several surrounding pieces.
Typically treated according to a temporal (and linear) model, Holl¡r'ood narrative
gains from being seen instead through the more complex and more open spatial
model of juxtaposition. More akin to multiple-plot medieval Grail romances and
nineteenth-century serial novels than to the linear psychological novels on which
most narrative theory has been based, Hollywood films gain much of their power
from a careful interlacing of multiple characters, plots and themes.

Instead of defining each event in terms of a preceding c¡ruse and a succeeding
event, juxtaposition offers the permanent posiUiUty or -oltipl" interactions.
Every screen moment is caught up in a multidimensional loom, in whictr several
elements - foreground and background, shot scale and üghting, mise m scéneand,
editing, dialogue and music - Íre woven together into a multidimensionally
reversible fabric. with each new juxtaposition new connections are made, and
concepts are reinforced or relegated to storage, potentiall)¡ leading to that magic
moment of conceptual reframing when the spectator-weaver pre$ses on the pedal,
raising some threads while lowering others and thus initiating a new series of jux-
tapositions and reframings. only when understood as interlaced narratives
characterized by multiple intersections and juxtapositions can Holl¡uood films
fully reveal their polygeneric strategies.

A final device facilitating fitnic multivalency involves multifocalintion, or the
multiplication of points of view and identification possibilities. Hollyrvood cin-
ema is characterized by a fundamental alternation between shots of even$ or
objects (including people conceived as objects) and faces, with their characteristic
features of eyes and a mouth pointing to mental activity that seems in some way
to surround, to capture, to engulf the object or event represented in the prwious
shot. widely recognized as an important aspect of Hollywood style, this rhythrn
rarely concentrates on a single character; on üe contrary, Holl¡uood films qls-
tematically featu¡e facial close-ups of multiple characters. ln literature, a dar
distinction must be made between inside üews of characters (providing priü-
leged access to thei¡ thoughts or feelings) and more distant treaünent limited to
description of external features. In Ho\nuood films, however, no such distinction
holds; similar images must serve both purposes. There is no automatic method of
deciding - as there is in most novels - whether the face we see is simply an object
of someone elset gaze, speech, or thought, or whether it is the locus of a thought
process that perceives, processes and thus swallows up the oüer characters in the

flm. On the contrary, the lack of a clear difference between internal and external
vien¡s means that the same footage is easily constructed in more than one way. To

arry ñeÍ character, spectators tfpic¿lly apply both approaches, producing a

reversible narrative (a is part of b's story but b is also part of a's story) and thus

ootentially quite different stories. This means that a single event will often be

iurned by Hollywood into a Rashomon affair, impücitly experienced by several

characters and thus requiring integration into each one of their stories (and thus

ootentially into different genres as well).' 
the Jamaican outdoor bar scene halfir'ay through Cocktail offers a good

example of this Process. Anxious to realitz.e his fantasy of opening a bar called
.Cocktails and Dreams', Tom Cruise has left NewYork for the Caribbean where, it

is alleged, a flashybartender can earn up to fou¡ hundred dollars a day. There he

has met his true love. One day at the bar, Bryan Brown aPPears and crows about

his own successful love match with a beautiful, rich wife. He tells Cruise that he
will never know such good fortune because he is not a'finisher'. Taking the dare,
Cruise bets that he can pick up an attractive woman who just then sits down at
the bar. Cruise wins the bet with style, yet turis out the ultimate loser. Cut to his
girlfriend, who happens on the scene just as Cruise proves himself a true 'finisher'

by acorting his new conquest off to her room. Visibly upset, Cruise's love match
flies bac.k to NewYork that very nigbr

In one sense, this can be üewed as just a single scene. Yet this solitary episode
is multiplied when we consider üe eyes througb which it is filtered. At fi¡st, the
rival bartenders engage in a cocldghq as the'' spar their muscles ripple, their
colours are intensified, their eyes bulge - a stock scene from the buddy film tra-
dition. We then focus on Cruise and his patter as he finally hooks up with the
wealth he has coveted from the start, even if she is significantly older - thus ful-
filling a famiüar initiation plot expectation. Unfortunatel¡ his girlfriend happens
along at the wrong time, just long enough to display her dismay, to elicit ou¡ com-
plicity, and to divert our reading in yet another direction. Since Shakespeare,
romantic drama has depended on such misunders;ta¡rdings. |ust one scene - but,
multiply foc¿lize4 that one scene turns into at least three, in the process provid-
ing gnst for three different genre mills.

Aptly named, hcktail serves its gerres anything but straight. Although not a
complex film as Holl¡r'ood offerings go, it nwertheless manages to provide all
the materials and connections for constructing multiple geffes. This polpa-
lency is reinforced by the studio's decision to produce multiple television
commercials, whose titles ('Father/Romance','Buddiesfleam','Success/Relation-
ship', etc.) suggest a close match to the generic'concepts'tested by The National
Research Group. With another study determining which ad would be ükely to
have the greatest impact on each specific demographic sector, these television
spots were in all probability programmed according to the known demograph-
ics of particular slots in the TV grid (though actual scheduling information is
unavailable, this is standard industry practice). While such careful targeting may
have the effect of skewing the reaction of any particular group towards a specific
$erre, on the whole it assures a multi-generic reading of the film, as does the
continued practice of a single theatrical trailer, which fits all four generic con-
cePts into a single ninst)¡-ssss¡d miniaturization of the film. Taken together,
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LikC.od<tül's tebvision campaiga publiciry stills arebalancedbetween the film's star and the
wrious nanative constructions built inn the fiba alongwith their implied genoic afiniües:
(opposiu up) Cruise anil romantic match Elisabeth Shue, (oPPosite bottom) young man on
the way to the up Cruise learning to bartend and (abwe) Cruise and bar buddy Brian Brnm.

Coclaai.l and its publicity material demonstrate a basic Hollywood strategy: even
if the film boasts a strong proprietary draw (such as a star, a character or a
plot), it never hurts to maximize opportunities for success by building an inter-
laced, multi-generic plot offering every possible chance for positive audience
resPonse.

Classical versus postmodem
But isn't the Cocktailstategy just a typical example of postmodern mixing? Arent
genres used very differently now from the way they were used in Ho\nuood's
dassic¿l era? These are not simple questions, as they involve considerations both
of kind and of degree - and the conesponding answers are quite divergent. Let's
begin with questions of kind: did fikn producers during Hollywood's golden age
mix genres in fundamentally the same way Írs they do today? In one sense' sur-
prisingl¡ this question must be answered in the affirmative.

As outlined in Chapter 4, Ho\nuood producers have alwaln had an incentive
to produce film cycles clearly identified with the studio. Throughout the 30s
Warner Bros produced a series of extremely popular biographical films, modelled
fi¡st on international political figures, then on well-known scientific personalities.
Not until other studios followed suit towards the end of the decade - first with
musicians and musical producers (in imitation of MGM's 1936 Best Pictr¡re Acad-
emy Award winner, The Great Ziegfelü and üen with statesmen and inventors -



did Warners' cycle become consecrated as an industry-wide genre. In other words,
until the very end of the dec¿de, when the biopic was recognized as a separate
genre, biographical films would always have been associated with a primary genre
in addition to biography. They were thus always designated by at least two names,
such as biographical drama, or musical biog¡aphy. Recogrrition of the biopic cat-
egory dissolved that double status, making it possible henceforth to label
biographical dramas and music¿l biographies alike with the single term'biopic'.

As this scenario reveals, the films we now label üiopics (with the confidence that
only hindsight can inspire) went through a period when their generic status was
far less certain - precisely because it was in the process of changing. ln fact, as we
have seen, the creation of new geffes regularly involves the attachment of some
adjective (representing the new genre) to a variety of different nouns (naming the
old genres), thus routinely identi$ing even the simplest filrrrs with multiple gen-
res. Yet toda¡ forgetting their formative period, these very films are regulaü
chosen to demonstrate the purity of dassical Hollywood gerres.

Consider the number of times that the genrification process has taken place
over the course of the last centur,¡. Even if one accepts for this purpose the doubt-
ful daim that genres existing in other media are simply borrowed as is by film, the
number of new film genres is staggering. Listed more or less chronologicall¡ the
üst would have to include at least boxing films, chase films, educational films,
scenics, newsreels, college films, musicals, gangster films, newspaper fkns, screw-
ball comedies, biopics, film noir, stag movies, art films, exploitation films, big
caper films, blarploitation, concert films, disaster films, political conspiracy films,
road movies, buddy films, women's films and action films - and the list would
quadruple if it were to indude subgenres (for example, zombie films' spaghetti
Westerns and campus comedies), minor genres (such as surfing films, baseball
films and female prison films), or forgotten genres (like Indian films before 1910,
sex dramas in the 20s, or radio star films in the 30s). With the dwelopment of
each new genre, films go through a predictable pattern in which they are initially
identiñed wiü two or more quite different categories before eventually stabilizing
into the generic identity with which they are associated today.

This process is typically forgotten for genres created in the past,leaving us with
what seems like an uncomplicated genre identified by a single name. Furthennore'
this process is invisible during the creation process (and üere are alwala many
genres in this situation simultaneousl¡ even though nobody can say for sure
which ones will eventually reach generic status), making it easyto assume that the
multiplicity of genre labels assiped to some recent films is a function of their
complexity and genre-mixing tendencies raüer than the result of an as-yet-
incomplete historical development. Are the buddy film action comedies produced
by loel Silver a product of postmodern genre mixing or a new genre in the mak-
ing, or both? Are the comic horror films analped by William Paul in his book
InughingSneaming (1994) destined to become a new genre, thus erasing their
apparent earlier genre-mixing status? Like the novel, which Balütin labels'the
genre of becoming' (1981, p. 8), film geffes are perpetually caught up in the
process of becoming. The near inyisibility of the genrification process while it is
underway faciütates a too easy assumption that radical differences separate classi'
cal and contemporary generic practices.

A second apparent difference in kind between golden age and recent genr€
practices regards the postrnodern tendency towards bricolage, pastiche and inter-

textualit)'. S*eh this is the very heart of the postrnodern st)'le, not yet prsent a

half-century ago. No doubt üere is an element of truth in this statement, but only

¡f the difference is understood as of degree rather than kind. We have already seen

how Hollywood studios appealed to at least three separate audiences by publicis-

ing (and usually inserting into each film) three independent sets of ge¡ue cues.

Note that this is tn¡e of canonical genre films as well as obüous composites. What

Western is not at some points a melodrama? What musical can do totally without

romance? The typical screwball cornedy stitches together a series of episodes each

of which has its own generic character. As a matter of course, Hollywood studios

bired multiple screenwriters for each fil¡n, in order to combine their known tal-

ents for different genres. Just because we systematically use a single generic label

to identifr a particular film doesrt't mean that the frlm has always been associated

with a single genre, or lacks other generic characteristics.
In the past, genre labels have primarilyserved critics who preferred strong gen-

ra and clear-cut designations. Perhaps this is why so many film genre terms seem
more like a communicative covenant of silence than a reasoned description. It's as
if they were sayrng: 'If you agree, when we use the term 'Western' we'll pledge
blindness to the presence of action, adventure, comed¡ disasters, drama, gang-
sterism, melodrama, music, newspapers, or anything else üat might point
towards another genre. Once the'Western'button is pushed, we agree to disen-
gage all the other generic buttons.'frday, pandering to postrnodern taste, some
critics have discovered the delights of intertextuality and multi-genericity, but we
must not allow a change in critical paradigm to stand in for textual difference.
Genre mixing has long been a standard Hollywood practice.

It would be wrong, however, to condude that fundamental similarities in
dassical and contemporar)' genre use preclude differences of degree. In fact, Hol-
lywood's early mixing of genres for publicity purposes was rudimentary at best,
tfpically involving a small number of genres combined in an unspectacular and
fairly traditional manner. Only rarely was attention drawn to disparities among
the genres thus combined- Recent films, on the contrar'', often use intertextual ref-
erences and conscious highlighting of genre conventions to stress genre conflict.
From Raidqs of the Lost Arkto Nalced Gun and Die Hard" in the 80s studios con-
sistently sought to mix comedy into action films, with the wise-cracking tough
guy becoming the modern genre-mixing equivalent of the singing cowboy. For
almost th¡ee decades, from Airport (1970) to Titanic (1998), disaster films have
transformed the personal concerns of multiple trapped characters into an exfl¡se
for piling on material borrowed from many different ge¡ues.

Following a long t¡adition of comic pairings of big and small (Chaplin and
Campbell, Keaton and ArbucHe, Laurel and Hard¡ Abbott and Costello), singer
and comedian (Crosby and Hope), straight man and comic (Martin and Lewis),
the buddy ñlm has in recent years brought together new categories (based on race,
gender, class and age) and conflated new genres. Butch Cassidy and the Sundance
Kid crossed buddies with the Western, ¿liffirs. introduced racially differentiated
buddies into police drama and Thelma and Louise crossed the budáy flm with üe
road movie. The use of distant or closed universes olt."dy identified with a

I
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specific genre (such as spaceships, deserted houses, submarines or frontier forts)
has faciütated the combination of genres typicdly identified by location (science
fiction, horror, the wa¡ film, the Western) with other genres usually identifiable by
plot type (comed¡ drama, filrn ¡qif, melodrama, $rspense, thriller).
-- Eyolving technology has also contributed to generic combination and destabi-
$"dol. The increasing use of documentary footage in fiction films and of
{etaur generated i-ago in documentaries and docu-dramas fi¡rther muddies
the waters, as does the ease of translating fil¡ns from one medium to anoth.r. Amelod¡ama on the big screen maybecome an educational ñlm or Eren a comedy
when exhibited on television or a home computer. Interspersing commercial
messages or newsbreaks !t9 a film invariably activates new generic contexts;
channel surfing compounds the felony.

Mixing instructions
It will come as no surprise that the condusions to be reached at the end of this
chapter are varied. Indeed, the question of genre mixing is anything but the
simple topic üat it is often taken to be. Most important among possibie conclu-
sions are the following:

1 ' Studio proclivity towards mixed genres differs markedly from the critical tend-
ency towards pure genres because of the difference in purpose and
audience between studios and criücs.

2. lvgr sg¡bject to the rwie\/er's paradox, critics must simultaneously parücu-
lar2e films and establish their connection to valued, establishd tráOiüons
and categories; they thus gravitate towards strong genre recognftion and
clear generic affi liation.

3. Many aspects of film criücism and theory seem specilically deslgned to
impede.perception of genre mi,xing. The accepted treatmeni of Hollywood
classical nanative as linear, temporally ordered and clearly motivatád, for
o<ample, predisposes viewers to experience iilms as unified around the fam-
iliar structure of a single genre. The use of generic terms condensing mulüple
generic components into a single designator dissimulates or even iepresses
rmognition of genre mifng.

4. Tradiüonal critical preference for genre purity notwithstand¡ng, genre mixing
constiMes a fundamental stage in the standard genrtñcaüon process.

5. Hollywood'9 golden age was a period of intensé genre miiñg, primarlly to
increase a film's marketability.

6. At the level of production, this miing was facilftated by the use of easlly rec-
ognizable semantic genre cues, parallel or sequentiá deployment of cues
based on differing aspects of the film, a tendency to base genie idenüficaüon
on a small fraction of a film, and the fact that certain typas of scene ft easlly
into multiple different genres.

7. Textual features promoting multiple genre identification include the use of
excess material, mulüple framing, fertile juxtaposition and multifocalization.

8. At the level of film promotion, studios prefened to imply the presence of mul-
üple genres, while naming none.

9. Rment stylistic developments - connected to changes in the concepüon and
measurement of audience demographics - have led to still grsater depen-
dence on and self-consciousness about genre mixing.

10. Th.e percepüon of genre mixing has also been enhanóed by changes In criü-
cal practice; reüewers increasingly attribute multiple generic affiliátions to a
single film.
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Genre mixing, it now appears, is not just a postmodern fad" Quite to the con-
trarf, the practice of genre mixing is necessary to the very process whereby genres

are crerited. After a century of cinema it is all too eas)' to forget that today's pure
geúes came out of the cinematic mother lode fused to other, clearly different

forms. It took decades of careful assaying and refinement to produce the current

caton of 24-carat ge¡ues.'lhougb it may be hard to perceive on the human scale

of th¡ee-score-and-ten years, üe magma üat produced that lode is still in move-

ment. What we perceive as a mixtr¡re of pre-oristing geffes is often nothing less

than the liquid lava of a new genre still in the creation process. What remains to

be seen is just how that molten rock might possibly be of any use to generic spec-

tators, the subject ofthe next chapter.




